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Because I am a woman, I must make unusual efforts to succeed. If I fail, no one will say,
“She doesn’t have what it takes.” They will say, “Women don’t have what it takes.”
–Clare Boothe Luce
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ABSTRACT
Despite slow and steady progress of women gaining advanced positions of leadership, men
persist in controlling the field of leadership opportunities in higher education. Given this
disparity there was a need to raise questions about the perseverance of gender inequity within the
highest ranks of academic leadership. More needed to be known about how transformative
women leaders have identified, exposed, challenged, or outright defied male centric assumptions;
leading to a better understanding of how high-achieving women leaders have assumed positions
of elevated leadership in higher education. This interpretive case study explored how women
made meaning out of their experiences and how informal learning experiences and habits of
mind contributed to their success as transformative leaders. This case study captured the
collective narratives of four top-ranking women leaders across three private, faith-based
institutions of higher education. Their participation in this study provided a clearer understanding
of the leadership experiences of transformative women leaders that will help identify gaps in the
literature and demonstrate how each woman has persevered as a leader in higher education
despite challenges portrayed in the literature.
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CHAPTER 1
Researcher Interest and Background
Over the years women have made considerable progress in gaining advanced leadership
positions, yet despite this growth men continue to dominate the field of leadership in higher
education. Progress has been “slow, tenuous, and limited by the intractability of gendered
organizational structures, perspectives, and expectations” (Bornstein, 2008). Raising questions
about the persistence of gender inequity within the highest ranks of academic leadership, and
recognizing the root causes of this underrepresentation of women is the first step toward the
eradication of the barriers women face (Dominici, Fried, & Zeger, 2009).
In order to address this imbalance, some women have taken the lead by serving
organizations as transformative leaders. While there are many stories of women leaders, there is
a paucity of research that views these stories through the lens of transformational leadership, and
even fewer that analyze these stories through the appropriate theoretical lenses.
Interest
Metaphors are powerful communication tools and it was a metaphor of sorts that initiated
a strong desire to do this study. In late 2013, a four-by-six-inch postcard came across my desk
soliciting enrollment in a leadership course for women. Printed across the front of the card was a
simple, bold declaration—Some Leaders Are Born Women—that caught my attention.
From a personal perspective, this particular statement produced a thought provoking twist
on those often heard natural leader and born leader comments that generally lead with— He is a.
This modest, yet assertive statement captivated my inquisitiveness relative to the perception of
female leaders and the role successful women leaders assert in organization development. At the
same time, it struck a nerve. It was after all 2013, and yet someone believed it necessary to
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declare—Some Leaders Are Born Women—as though this were a startling and disregarded
possibility.
Metaphors connect expressive images with daily concepts or events, and have according
to Visser (2011), for far too long been negative and victimizing on the subject of women and
leadership. Coined in 1986 in the Wall Street Journal, metaphors such as glass ceiling and glass
cliff were defined as invisible barriers to career advancement for women that are still popular
metaphors to this day (Visser, 2011). It is hard to challenge that metaphors coined back in 1986
are still relative today when as recent as 2013 postcards declaring—Some Leaders Are Born
Women—were arriving in the mail.
Background
Universities have the dubious privilege of remaining among the majority of maledominated establishments in the world in relation to career advancement (Berryman-Fink,
Lemaster, & Nelson, 2003; Conroy & Wenniger, 2001; Madsen, 2011; Thomas, 2014). Men
continue to possess a majority of high-level leadership positions not only in American
corporations, but in higher education as well (Lafreniere & Longman, 2008). Research indicates
a perceived trend of steady slow growth for women as leaders has now stalled (Cohen, Huffman,
& Knauer, 2009; England, 2010; Madsen, 2011).
Therefore, the significance of empowering women to take on leadership roles within
institutions of higher education goes beyond meager statistics (Madsen, 2011). According to
Madsen, The White House Project, in November of 2009, argued the presence—or absence—of
female academic leader’s produces across-the-board influences not only on the institutions
themselves, but also relative to the scope of research and knowledge that affects us all. A woman
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seated in the president’s office at a four-year institution is five times more likely to be an
administrative assistant than the chief executive officer (Wilson, 2008).
As a result of this recent literature, we are compelled to wonder whether in the face of
multiple leadership development offerings, the field still lacks the appropriate focus on the new
and continuing challenges confronting women leaders in academia. As Calizo (2011) put
forward, improvements in gender equity have been made, yet there continues to be multiple
obstacles that hinder women from advancing to top leadership positions in American institutions
of higher education at the same rate as their male counterparts. With the exclusion of the
community college system, men continue to control the field of higher education possibly due to
gender-based rhetoric and male-dominated administrations (Thomas, 2014). Higher education is
still a male-dominated culture, where women often are marginalized and their contributions
diminished (Glazer-Raymo, 2008; Krefting, 2003).
There is a substantial body of research and much has been written central to women’s
access to organizational power (Elliott & Smith, 2004; Gorman & Kmec, 2009; Hirsh, 2009;
Kalev, Dobbin, & Kelly, 2006; Purcell, Macarthur, & Samblanet, 2010; Stainback &
Tomaskovic-Devey, 2009) however, the scarcity of literature investigating the role successful
transformative women leaders assert in leadership and organization development within higher
education makes apparent the need for further study. Current research relative to high-achieving
women in academia has been focused predominantly on faculty, with modest study about
extraordinary women in administrative roles (Fochtman, 2011).
What has not been addressed according to Cheung and Halpern (2010), Hoyt (2010),
Schaaf, Lindahl, Hurty, and Cheen (2012), is why regardless of women’s use of transformational
leadership behaviors—an approach linked with contemporary notions of effective leadership—
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women continue to be underrepresented in leadership roles (Carbonnell & Castro, 2008;
Davidson & Burke, 2004; Hoyt, 2013) compared to men in senior positions of leadership within
institutions of higher education (Ballenger, 2010; Chin, 2007; Dominici et al., 2009; Lepkowski,
2009; Madsen, 2011; Nidiffer, 2010; Thomas, 2014; Wilson, 2008; Wolverton, Bower, and Hyle,
2009). A woman rising to the top of these institutions continues to be viewed as an exception
(Sandifer, 2009).
While it is important to acknowledge the academy now is more open to women, research
suggests at present the culture of the academic world is truly non-appreciative of the presence
and contributions of women; a distance remains to full acceptance by the dominant culture
(Gerdes, 2010). Institutions of higher education who have yet to address leadership staffing in
significant and strategic ways must be cognizant of the value and contributions of women, and be
willing to address stereotypes and initiate positive change (Thomas, 2014). There are longstanding suppositions impacting women on their leadership journey which come to life through:
social norms, formality of learning, and institutional barriers.
Societal Norms. To understand societal norms, one might look at popular women leaders
represented in the media. One example of a high-powered female leader whose stature and
success have been portrayed in mass media, is Carly Fiorina. When Fiorina became HewlettPackard’s first female CEO in 1999, she stated, “I hope we are at a point that everyone has
figured out that there is not a “glass ceiling” (Lafreniere & Longman as cited in Eagly & Carli,
2007, p. 6). Indeed, according to Lafreniere and Longman, the glass ceiling has been broken for
many 21st century women. Fiorina clearly defined her CEO appointment in 1999 as
representative of obstacles once faced by previous generations of women pursuing high-level
leadership roles, as no longer problematic (Lafreniere & Longman, 2007). Despite this assertion
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by Fiorina in 1999, and perhaps representative of a broader assumption by society as a whole,
current research continues to indicate leadership obstacles remain for women. While a share of
the literature paints a less optimistic picture, many Americans, however, agree with this
statement by Fiorina (Rhode, 2003).
According to Thomas, Bierema, and Landau (2004), there is a “hidden curriculum”
where women become skilled at assimilating into the male culture by downplaying their
attributes. Women must often fight how they were raised—which can feel like fighting
themselves—to attain workplace parity (Martin, 2008). Women, posited Martin, must learn to
combat their silence and lack of voice, and to fight the tradition of hiding their intelligence for
fear of intimidating or threatening both men and other women; having been raised and socialized
not to “show off.”
This becomes a Catch-22 when coupled with the less prevalent but seemingly more
necessary developmental experiences and informal networks (Oakley, 2000) required for women
to attain positions of leadership (Bilen-Green, Froelich, & Jacobson, 2008). According to BilenGreen et al., women are often required to prove themselves more extensively than men in order
to advance. It is this need to provide substantial evidence of their abilities that causes women to
feel forced to follow organizational rules defined by masculinized norms; compromising their
preferred leadership style to be considered effective (Chin et al., 2007; Gerdes, 2010; Levitt,
2010).
Some women tacitly agree to “play the game” through rules constructed by men who
have by and large held the power, attempting to get ahead professionally by following the
traditionally male-oriented routes to success (Chin, 2011; Hoyt, 2010; Levitt, 2010). Many
women, however, avoid male-oriented leadership behaviors due to greater penalties against
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women than men for displaying dominant, assertive behaviors (Vanderbroeck, 2014). Reflecting
the ongoing constraints on women to avoid stereotypical masculine behavior (Catalyst, 2013;
Eagly & Carli, 2003; Hoyt, 2010; Johnson, Murphy, Zewdie, & Reichard, 2008; Gerdes, 2010).
Vanderbroeck (2010) illustrated how “doing as the boys do” does not work in the long term.
Providing the example of Hillary Clinton’s run at the White House in the 2008 U.S. presidential
election, Vanderbroeck stated one could argue that Clinton, who repeatedly emphasized her
ability to be commander in chief, “lost not because she was too much of a woman, but because
she was desperately trying to be too much of a man” (p. 766).
Self-promotion and negotiation are both important to leadership success however,
women’s reluctance to do either is further evidence of an adaptive response to the ramifications
women experience when they model these behaviors (Rudman & Glick, 2001). Given societal
norms are based on these biases and assumptions, more needs to be known about how successful
women leaders challenge these male centric assumptions.
One prominent explanation for the leadership gap stems from stereotyped expectations
that women take care and men take charge (Hoyt & Chemers, 2008; Hoyt, 2010). According to
Hoyt (2010) people often associate primarily masculine traits such as aggressiveness and
dominance with leadership—taking charge—however, effective leadership in reality requires an
androgynous unification of feminine and masculine traits. Efficacious leadership commands such
traits as emotional intelligence, empathy, conscientiousness, openness—taking care—in addition
to traits such as risk taking, and the ability to persuade, motivate, and inspire others (Eagly &
Carli, 2007).
While gender biases may no longer be overt, often they take “the form of subtle and
implicit preconceptions and discrimination, making them particularly potent and pernicious”
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(Hoyt, 2010, p. 364). Gender biases in leadership stem from gender role and gender stereotype
expectations, and although stereotypes often contain a “kernel of truth” and are adaptive for
processing large amounts of social information, they can be maladaptive and bias the way we
process information relative to leadership (Hoyt, 2010).
Additionally, research by Johnson et al. (2008) revealed the presence of a double
standard for men and women in leadership roles. They found male leaders need only reveal
masculine leader behavior yet female leaders must demonstrate both masculine and feminine
leader behaviors in order to be perceived as effective in their organizations. Sufficient empirical
evidence supports the claim, acknowledged Hoyt (2010) that stereotyped-based biases result in
discrimination against women in leadership causing women to be less positively evaluated.
As a result women face greater difficulty attaining and being seen as equally effectual
and valuable in leadership roles compared to men (Eagly & Carli, 2007). Gender stereotypes can
significantly modify the perception and appraisal of female leaders and directly affect women in
or aspiring to leadership roles (Hoyt, 2010). Additional research needs to be done to understand
how high-achieving women leaders challenge the premise behind these structures.
Formal and Informal Learning. Women are better educated than ever before resulting
in more women than men in mid-level management positions, creating an overflowing pipeline
of female manager’s ready for advancement to top-level executive positions in the United States
(Cheung & Halpern, 2010; Yakaboski & Donahoo, 2011). Enrollment numbers for women in
post-baccalaureate programs increased 42 percent between 2002 and 2012 (U.S. Department of
Education, 2014). Statistics indicate women have earned more degrees than men for some time.
According to Catalyst (2014), since 1982 women have earned more bachelor’s degrees
than men; since 1987 more master’s degrees than men; and since 2006, women have earned
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more doctorate degrees than their male counterparts. This data suggests that formal educational
attainment is not a factor in this prevalent underrepresentation of women in elite leadership
positions in the U. S. labor force which is comprised of 46.8% women (Catalyst, 2014).
If women are obtaining undergraduate, professional and doctorate degrees at a greater
rate than men, why then posited Hoyt (2010), are women still very much underrepresented in top
leadership positions? In spite of women’s achievement in education and mid-level management,
few women make it to the “O” level—CEO (chief executive officer), CFO (chief financial
officer), CIO (chief information officer) not only in the corporate world, but in the top rungs of
the academic hierarchy as well (Cheung & Halpern, 2010). Despite formal “informative”
learning where women are better educated than men, a leadership gender gap persists. In a sense,
formal learning has failed women having not proven to be the main element in obtaining
advanced positions of leadership. Suggesting that informal learning could be of far greater value
in positioning women to lead.
More needs to be understood about how informal learning in the workplace, particularly
that which is transformative in nature may play a greater role than formative learning in
supporting great women leaders. Many opportunities exist for informal learning on a woman’s
journey in leadership. Informal learning is non-institutional self-directed learning which happens,
for example, through networking, coaching, and mentoring. According to Marsick, Volpe, and
Watkins (1999) what appears to be most significant in informal learning theory is “how
individuals in changing or challenging circumstances perceive their work context and how they
consequently decide what they need to learn and how they should go about learning in informal
ways” (p. 80). Greater insight into the impact of informal transformative learning relative to
successful women leaders may be vital to understanding how some women achieve positions of
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high-level leadership, yet for other women advanced leadership opportunities remain out of their
grasp.
Institutional Barriers. Women remain underrepresented in leadership roles (Carbonnell
& Castro, 2008; Davidson & Burke, 2004; Hoyt, 2013) compared to men in senior positions of
leadership, especially within institutions of higher education (Ballenger, 2010; Chin, 2007;
Dominici et al., 2009; Lepkowski, 2009; Madsen, 2011; Nidiffer, 2010; Thomas, 2014; Wilson,
2008; Wolverton, Bower, & Hyle, 2009) despite women’s use of transformational leadership
behaviors and contingent reward; both approaches that are linked with contemporary notions of
effective leadership (Cheung & Halpern, 2010; Hoyt, 2010; Schaaf et al., 2012).
Eagly and Carli (2007) convey an image of a leadership labyrinth as a journey for women
riddled with challenges all along the way, not just near the top of the leadership ladder. Thomas
(2014) agreed that women in leadership face gender and generational challenges at all levels
within higher education. This labyrinth or glass ceiling is representative of the unseen and
unsanctioned barriers, in a seemingly nondiscriminatory organization, that precludes women
from securing top leadership roles (Hoyt, 2010). And while the era of the “glass ceiling” that
hindered women’s advancement into leadership has become history for many American cultures
and in much of higher education, in some sectors of the academy helping women who are
endowed with leadership abilities to “navigate the labyrinth” toward high-level leadership
remains a challenge (Lafreniere & Longman, 2008). It is in the best interest, stated Rosser
(2003), “of institutions to understand how organizational cultures and gendered role expectations
continue to exist as subtle or overt barriers that limit leadership opportunities for women”
(p. 79).
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Thomas (2014) indicated in the corporate world the presence of women in senior
positions of leadership provided a balanced perspective between short-term profit and long term
strategic goals, making clear that women are well equipped to lead a business strategy. Thomas
stated greater participation of women on boards of directors showed increased and improved
access to healthcare, employment benefits, incentives, and human capital management. Utilizing
women’s talents and aptitude for fostering corporate socialization, posited Thomas, “makes good
business sense and has applicability to higher education institutions” as well (p. 22).
The Chronicle of Higher Education in November, 2010, indicated the number of women
on college boards of trustees had shown little growth over the past six years. The Association of
Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges, in 2010, released data from 195 public and 507
private institutions revealing boards comprised primarily of white males over age 50. Women in
Higher Education, in January 2011, agreed with prior studies publishing an article stating female
representation on boards of trustees in higher education is bleak. This data supports a need for
further investigation relative to the dominance of males on the boards of academe; suggesting
this gender disparity could impact advanced leadership opportunities for women within these
institutions. It is time to reject acceptance of the status quo and work towards transformative
models that recognize women as full partners not only in leadership, but on boards as well
(Glazer-Raymo, 2008).
Women have made great strides in advancing to leadership roles (Easterly, 2008; Gerdes,
2010; Hoyt, 2010) in higher education in the United States over the years (Wilson, 2008). From
1986 to 2011 the number of female college and university presidents jumped from 10% to 26%,
a 160% increase (Cook, 2012). During the academic year 2013-2014, 48% of newly appointed
provosts and 42% of new deans were female (Catalyst, 2015). Despite this progress, however,
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women are not advancing at the same rate as men (Calizo, 2011; Madsen, 2011; Nidiffer, 2010;
Wilson, 2008). Even though women constitute nearly half of the working populace (Catalyst,
2014) they remain leadership anomalies in many industries (Kent, Blair, Rudd, & Schuele, 2010;
Lafreniere & Longman, 2008; Wolverton, 2009).
Leadership development has become a critical topic in higher education (Madsen, 2008)
with an urgent need for better leadership to successfully address some of the most pressing
problems in the academy (Walsh, 2006). The future of higher education today, stated Lick
(2002), is dependent upon a new kind of leadership—transformational leadership—and
transforming change. Today’s ever changing environment requires colleges and universities to
have leaders who are capable, strong, smart, strategic, inspirational, competent, empowering,
reflective, and collaborative (Madsen, 2008). There continues to be concern and an obligation for
a greater number of women to be situated to take on critical leadership roles in higher education
(Madsen, 2011).
Therefore, a better understanding of what triggers and drives women to strive for
advanced leadership positions, particularly within higher education, is necessitated by the lack of
current, relative literature. It is important to continue to ask why there is a gender gap in top
leadership positions (Hoyt, 2010) until gender equity becomes the norm. A more thorough
understanding of influential and transformational female leaders and their contributions to the
overall success of the academic organizations they represent is needed.
Researcher Interest
As a researcher my interest is drawn out in the literature which is representative of what I
have personally observed and faced in my own university, whose culture is illustrative of societal
norms and institutional barriers indicative of gender inequity through the scarcity of high-level
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leadership opportunities for women. Given the disparity between men and women in positions of
elevated leadership, research needs to continue to add to the literature in an effort to offer
additional understanding of why women are not progressing at the same rate as men. Fochtman
(2011) suggested that merely knowing that the academic culture is challenging for women is
insufficient. We must continue to advance our understanding of why this is so.
At present, I have witnessed women, like myself, advancing in higher education
leadership despite an institutional structure which appears to favor men (LaFreniere & Longman,
2008). The next generation of women leaders in higher education, according to Fochtman
(2011), will succeed only if they learn from the current generation of successful female leaders.
This inequality brings forth the moral obligation for successful transformational women leaders
in higher education to share how their stories have shaped them so that other potential women
leaders can identify and reflect on their narratives. Finding the motivation, resilience, and
resourcefulness to become leaders.
For those women who have made advances, they may underestimate the transformative
effect that their accomplishments and presence have on expectations of women currently
working in higher education, and on the overall culture of the academy as well (Gerdes, 2010).
Ilene Lang, president of Catalyst, in Women in Higher Education, stated women leaders are role
models to both early-and midcareer women and merely by being there at the top, encourage
women to aspire to positions of senior leadership (2008).
The leadership labyrinth can and has been effectively navigated by some women who
have achieved success (Eagly & Carli, 2007; Thomas, 2014; Wilson, 2008). Although
understanding how to navigate these prejudices is advantageous, Hoyt (2010) stated “our
primary focus should be on eradicating the inequality, a goal that will undoubtedly be facilitated
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by those women who have made their way through the labyrinth” (p. 493). It was the intent of
this study to understand how a number of women have found their way to top leadership
positions in higher education despite obstacles real or imagined.
Effective leadership is becoming increasingly important to the overall success realized by
organizations (Hoyt, 2010; Northouse, 2013) and as such there is a need to continue to research
and discover what motivates women to lead and to strive for advanced leadership positions
despite the obstacles. Research must continue to examine ways of reducing barriers experienced
by women in management; emphasizing examples of good practice and constructive initiatives
for present and future replication, so that the opportunities to enter in to positions of leadership
and climb the ladder are equally accessible to women as they are to men (Davidson & Burke,
2004). In the face of the many roadblocks that appear to exist, there are women residing in top
leadership positions, permitting researchers to examine elements related to their success (Klenke,
2011).
Statement of the Problem
Despite slow and steady progress of women gaining advanced positions of governance,
men persist in controlling the field of leadership opportunities in higher education through
gender-based rhetoric and male-dominated administrations. This evidence suggests the culture of
academia continues to be non-appreciative of the contributions of women. A significant gap
remains between the full acceptance of women leaders by the dominant culture. Given this
disparity there is a need to continue to raise questions about the perseverance of gender inequity
within the highest ranks of academic leadership. It is imperative to recognize the root cause of
this underrepresentation of women as a step on the road to the eradication of the barriers women
face in higher education leadership.
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Women continue to find it necessary to assimilate and gain ground professionally by
following the long-established male-oriented routes to success by “playing the game” through
rules constructed by men who by and large have held the power. More needs to be known about
how successful transformative women leaders have identified, exposed and challenged, or
outright defied male centric assumptions. Leading to a better understanding of how highachieving women leaders have challenged the premise behind these structures. It is of great
consequence that we persist in understanding the role of women leaders who are transformative,
in helping other women to critically reflect upon these barriers.
Purpose of Study and Research Question
The rationale behind this research was to investigate the informal learning journeys of
transformative women leaders to gain an instructive understanding of a transformative leadership
approach lending itself to the accomplishment realized by high-achieving women. Informal
learning is defined as learning that is predominantly experiential, differing from formal
(classroom) learning by the degree of control exercised by the learner and the predictability of
outcomes (Marsick & Watkins, 1990). Our informal learning experiences in turn provide us with
the opportunity to critically reflect upon, and modify if required, pre-existing assumptions,
biases, and behaviors. Informal learning is often transformative when learning experiences bring
forth a reexamination of one’s current belief system. Informal and transformative learning
theories are fully conveyed later in this dissertation.
The study was warranted in an effort to demonstrate how, throughout their informal
learning journeys, transformative women leaders in higher education challenged societal norms
and institutional barriers to transform their organizations. The research focused on the
experiences and major events of the women participants in the study in order to explain how
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other women access informal learning (Sandifer, 2009) to become transformative leaders in their
organizations. The study explored how women make meaning out of their learning experiences
within their institutions and how informal learning experiences contributed to their success as
extraordinary transformative leaders.
Although prejudice and discrimination still make it more arduous for women to advance
to positions of leadership, numerous women have broken through the impediments to
advancement—still, questions remain as to why the barriers—both perceived and genuine, seem
vast (Lafreniere & Longman, 2008). Therefore, in order to better understand the role of
transformative leadership in the development of successful women leaders, and to begin charting
a passageway for ambitious women (Thomas, 2014) the central research question that guided this
study was:
How do women learn to become transformative leaders in higher education so that they
break their own ‘barriers’ and serve to help other women do the same?

The shared experiences and narratives of women in upper-level leadership in a
hierarchical, male-dominated environment (Easterly, 2008) serve as powerful role models to
younger women starting out on the path to leadership themselves (Madsen, 2012). To understand
transforming leadership models among women, we need to start from the experiences and case
studies of women leaders (Chin, 2007). A current examination of transformative leadership
suggests a need for new concepts (Caldwell, Dixon, Floyd, Chaudoin, Post, & Cheokas, 2011;
Werhane, 2007) given that existing ones have not captured the essence of leadership among
women (Chin, 2007; Debebe, 2009; Hoyt, 2010; Levitt, 2010; Sanchez-Hucles & Davis, 2010).
An exploration of the lived experiences of female leaders revealed the influence of
informal learning and a transformative leadership approach relative to how these highly
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accomplished women lead others. Understanding the experiences of women leaders and
examining differences in how women lead may serve to expand world views manifested in
existing leadership theories (Chin, 2011). Specifically, this research examined the common
assumptions inherent in these narratives, through processes in which the participants reflected
upon and challenged these unhelpful beliefs and shared new ways of leading.
Moreover, the study provides additional support and encouragement for woman to
persevere as leaders despite the obstacles (Calizo, 2011, Madsen, 2011). This study aspires to
help organizations recognize the value in bringing diversity to their leadership structure, and to
understand and appreciate the contributions of transformative women leaders.
What this study sought to discover was:
Q1:

What assumptions, real or imagined, hinder women from advancing to top
leadership positions in American institutions of higher education at the same rate
as their male counterparts?

Q2:

How do women come to identify these assumptions and to strive for advanced
leadership positions despite the obstacles?

Q3:

How do transformational women leaders use these insights to contribute to the
overall success of the organizations they represent?

Significance of the Study
Previous case studies of successful leaders tend to have studied males, resulting in
attributing successful leadership to masculine traits and characteristics (Chin, 2007; Eagly &
Carli, 2003; Lafreniere & Longman, 2008; Porter & Daniel, 2007; Wolverton et al., 2009). A
better understanding of women practicing a transformative leadership approach, not based on
male characteristics or identifying traits, but rather about evaluating outcomes was needed (Chin,
2007).
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The reality in higher education where the norms, structures, and systems occasionally
exclude women from high-level leadership positions, leads a number of women to feel
marginalized as members of the academy (Gerdes, 2010; Lafreniere & Longman, 2008). If
women believe that lower status leadership positions are theirs and higher status positions are
reserved for their male peers, unconsciously, women lower the expectations of themselves, and
accept as true that achieving a high level leadership position is (nearly) impossible (Visser,
2011). Visser described this “subtle but comprehensive process of lowering our expectations of
women leaders in our society” as one important cause “for the stagnation of fundamental change
in the gender of leadership” (p. 21).
If we want a world with greater equality, stated Sandberg (2013), “we need to
acknowledge that women are less likely to ‘keep their hands up’ prompting a need for
“institutions and individuals to notice and correct for this behavior by encouraging, promoting,
and championing for women” (p. 36). In addition women must learn to challenge societal
assumptions and biases and “keep their hands up, because when they lower them, even managers
with the best intentions might not notice” (Sandberg, 2013, p. 36). We must continue, urged
Hoyt (2010), to avidly attempt to understand the issues of gender and leadership to help make
certain that women have equal opportunities in attaining influential leadership positions.
Future women leaders can read and relate to the struggles that essentially served to
transform female leaders who have gone before them. Rather than getting “stuck” in worry or
fear, this study can serve as a model for the relatable lived experiences of women who
challenged the status quo. In other words, it is helpful to identify the traits and characteristics,
but it is the stories that compel emerging women leaders to take concrete steps so that their
transformation is authentic and deeply integrated with who they are (i.e. their own unique story).
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This research study will inform women with the aspiration to advance in their leadership
capacity within higher education, how a transformative leadership approach may lend itself to
achieving such status. A clearer understanding of the leadership experiences of high-achieving
women will help identify gaps in the literature, and demonstrate the tenacity and resilience
required by women to persevere as leaders in higher education (Fochtman, 2011).
As a result of the shared stories of the women who participated in this study, women with
the aspiration to lead will become better informed and optimistically influenced to strive for top
leadership roles in their organizations. Through the collective contributions of these
accomplished leaders, the results of this research make clear by what means transformative
leadership could be a pathway to key governance positions in higher education for women. It is
time to convey a positive and inspiring message relative to women and leadership (Gerdes, 2010;
Visser, 2011).
This study, coupled with recent research on this topic will provide a platform for further
investigation that seeks to correct gender bias in leadership positions within higher education.
Understanding the obstacles, stated Hoyt (2010) that make up the labyrinth and tactics to
eliminate the disparity will make it easier for women to attain top leadership positions. We must
acknowledge the profound power division between men and women, and continue the dialogue
on structural questions central to the gendered division of work in our society (Hoyt, 2010). This
is critically important if there is to be a substantial increase in the proportion of high-level
leaders who are women, and positioning them for achieving such success (Dominici et al., 2009).
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Definition of Common Terms
Meaning making. The sense we make of our lived experiences with respect to the
cognitive, affective (emotional), intrapersonal, and interpersonal characteristics of self (DragoSeverson, 2009).
Habit of mind. There are three areas that habits of mind stem from; epistemological,
sociolinguistic, and psychological. It is how we make meaning of our experiences.
Point of view. A habit of mind is expressed as a point of view; comprised of clusters of
meaning schemes (Mezirow, 2012).
Frame of reference. Connected by two dimensions; habit of mind and point of view,
resulting in the individual interpretation of an experience.
Transformative learning. The reexamination of one’s belief system and reflection upon
the impact of one’s assumptions and biases on others. Transformative learning is a process of
investigating, questioning, validating, and then amending our perspectives (Cranton, 2006;
Mezirow, 2000).
Informal learning. Learning that is predominantly experiential and non-institutional.
People learn from their experiences primarily when facing a new challenge or problem (Marsick
& Watkins, 1990).
Self-authoring. A system of meaning making, self-authoring individuals have the
capacity to take responsibility for internal authority. They can hold, prioritize, and reflect on
multiple perspectives. Individuals with this way of knowing can assess the expectations of others
by their own internally generated system of values and beliefs (Drago-Severson, 2009).
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
The literature grounding this research central to women and leadership in higher
education was framed within the theories of transformational leadership, transformative learning,
and informal learning theory. Each of these theories and literatures informed the study. It is
through the lens of these philosophies that an examination of the journeys of exceptional women
leaders in higher education will advance our understanding of informal learning and a
transformative leadership approach lending itself to the accomplishment realized by women
leaders in higher education. This review is certainly not exhaustive, however, it is the intent of
this collection of literature to support and strengthen the study.
Women and Leadership
Multiple factors influence the ability to successfully lead others and leadership studies
and research central to the characteristics of a good leader are plentiful. Women have been
leaders in their families and communities throughout human history, carrying out the unpaid
work of nurturing children, taking care of the elderly, providing hospice to the dying, and
sustaining their communities (Schaaf et al., 2012). Despite women’s demonstrated leadership
abilities the perception of leadership in our society is still predominately a masculine construct
(Chin, 2011; Visser, 2011).
Statements such as “He is a born leader” or “He is a natural leader” are common,
frequently articulated declarations describing efficacious leaders (Northouse, 2013). Early on,
leadership studies focused on identifying those qualities that made for great leaders. This
approach suggested that individuals possess special innate characteristics that lend themselves to
the ability to effectively lead others (Chin, 2007). Chin (2011) also found this trait approach
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historically had identified great male leaders, and consequently, effective leadership has been
associated most often with masculine traits within male-dominated contexts (Hoyt & Simon,
2011).
Chin, Lott, Rice, and Sanchez-Hucles (2007) found women often seek leadership
opportunities to achieve social justice goals, strive to be transformational in their vision, look to
empower others, and are committed to upholding ethical principles. According to Chin et al., a
transformational style of leadership can be at odds with striving for both status and power which
are more commonly associated with men. It has been implied that women’s leadership styles are
intentionally different and more collaborative and transformational compared to men (Chin,
2011; Hoyt, 2010). A style which is predictive of effectiveness, yet recent findings suggest a
devaluation of women leaders by male subordinates extending to female transformational leaders
(Ayman, Korabik, & Morris, 2009). The demonstrated leadership proficiency of women has
rarely been recognized, rewarded, or perceived as significant by the dominator culture, yet these
are precisely the skills the world desires today (Schaaf et al., 2012).
Cheung and Halpern (2010) discovered transformative leadership through women
leaders’ narratives which emphasized service to others and mindful intention to advance gender
equality. Noticeably absent from their study were women leaders who revealed any trepidation
with competition, or concern for their own power. Turner (2015) suggested that women’s
approach to work and leadership is shared by a growing sector of the workforce. Generation X
and Millennial’s share in women’s desire and preference for less hierarchical structures, creating
an inclusive culture for those who would otherwise feel less included.
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Eagly and Carli (2003) asserted that while women have some advantages in typical
leadership style, Thomas (2014) indicated women endure some disadvantages from prejudicial
evaluations of their proficiency as leaders, especially in a masculine organizational framework.
Women in positions of leadership are frequently expected to demonstrate typical masculine traits
such as decisiveness, authority, and directness (Levitt, 2010). Despite the need for leadership
styles often demonstrated by women, organizations frequently expect leaders to be dominant,
assertive men, indicating a need for additional research to explain the conundrum that women
show advantages in leadership proficiency yet are disadvantaged in actually securing leadership
roles (Sanchez-Hucles & Davis, 2010).
Women, stressed Hoyt (2010), are no less effective at leadership, dedicated to their work,
or motivated to take on prestigious leadership roles than men. Hoyt (2010) noted women are
disproportionately represented in positions that are less visible, have a lesser amount of
accountability, and do not lead to top leadership positions. If organizations want to increase
engagement and retain diverse populations (those that are not white, male, heterosexual, or
Christian), the greatest return may be increasing the engagement in the largest such group,
women (Turner, 2015).
Visser (2011) maintained that society has changed dramatically in a generation and
women have entered the workplace in vast numbers. While the numbers of women in top
positions continues to lag behind their male contemporaries (Davidson & Burke, 2004) women
are at present taking charge in determining their own course to the top (Visser, 2011). There are
distinct challenges for women who desire to shoulder leadership positions, whether by choice or
by nature of their abilities (Levitt, 2010). Certain women may opt out of senior level leadership
positions due to family responsibilities, coupled with a desire to make fewer personal sacrifices
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(Powell & Graves, 2003). For other women, pathways to certain advanced leadership positions
can be difficult to discover, however, such routes do exist and women who now serve as role
models for future generations have found them (Klenke, 2011; Lafreniere & Longman, 2008).
As Mandel (2003) pointed out, thirty years of reform have eroded or even eliminated
historic barriers to traditional leadership opportunities for women and we must recognize that
“although only a small corps of highly ambitious professional women take the track to the top,
proportionately many more women than men choose other options” (p. 72). According to
Mandel, there is a continuing conundrum whereas nothing will change the picture or practices of
leadership unless women themselves choose to pursue leadership opportunities.
Where women do the most harm to the upward mobility in their careers is women are less
likely to self-promote than men, and are less likely to initiate negotiation than their male
colleagues (Hoyt, 2010). It is through negotiation, posited Hoyt, that leaders access the most
advantageous opportunities and resources in their professional sphere.
Eagly and Carli (2007) found that regardless of the convincing evidence of the
effectiveness of female leaders;


people often prefer a male boss,



it remains more difficult for women to be promoted into
leadership roles than it is for men,



it continues to be more difficult for women than men to be
seen as effective leaders,



and leadership hurdles are higher for women than for men.

Stainback and Kwon (2012) theorized the overrepresentation of men in positions of
organizational power, carries with it the assumption that this will reproduce unequal
opportunities between female and male subordinates. As such, Stainback and Kwon further
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elaborated women’s access to organizational power may be a critical link in reducing gender
inequality in the workplace.
Leadership in Higher Education
Easterly (2008) postulated women must work harder than men to achieve success in
higher education leadership positions; in part due to the historical male-dominated orientation
and structure of higher education (Thomas et al., 2004). Men still uphold the majority of highlevel leadership positions in both American corporations and in higher education (Lafreniere &
Longman, 2008; Thomas, 2014). A study by Thomas (2014) found that endorsements from male
administrators were highly valued, contributing to the idea women in American higher education
advance at the behest of male leaders.
In a 2007 article in the Chronicle of Higher Education, author Audrey Williams June
stated that the remarkable thing about the profile of the typical college president—a married,
graying White man with a doctoral degree—is that little has changed over the past 20 years.
Data released in 2012 by the American Council on Education (ACE), confirmed what June stated
in 2007. The profile of the typical American college or university president remains unchanged
and has not varied greatly over the previous 25 years.
This 2012 report provided a sobering look at the enduring challenge of diversifying the
ranks of leadership in higher education and served as a reminder of the significance of
developing a more diverse pool of senior leaders (ACE, 2012). Given the marginal concentration
of women in top-level leadership positions in higher education has not increased dramatically
(ACE, 2012), the influence of incumbent female leaders has not been significant (Thomas,
2014). Overall job satisfaction, declared Thomas, coupled with lacking opportunities for career
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advancement in an academic institution may be affected by the inadequate presence of women
serving as institutional presidents (ACE, 2012; Dominici et al., 2009).
Despite significant improvement in recent decades, the predicament of female leaders has
a long way to go (Cheung & Halpern, 2010; Hoyt, 2010). Within organizations of higher
education, women are more likely to lead two-year institutions than four-year institutions
(Catalyst, 2015; June, 2007). According to Catalyst, approximately 33% of community college
presidents are women compared to 23% of bachelor’s and master’s institutions; with a scarce
22% of doctoral institutions led by women. The considerable presence of women on campus is
most evident among mid-level administrators who comprise the largest administrative group
within organizations of higher education (Yakaboski & Donahoo, 2011).
Women who have captured senior leadership positions in academia tend to be represented
in less prestigious areas such as student affairs (Nidiffer, 2010; Yakaboski & Donahoo, 2011). A
common assumption relative to student affairs is the idea that effective leadership in this area
involves more emotional characteristics; that it is the “softer area of higher education, which
corresponds to a Western traditional view of femininity” (Yakaboski & Donahoo, 2011, p. 277).
How then asked Yakaboski and Donahoo, does this softer side of administration align with the
masculine behaviors which are viewed as more germane to management and leadership material?
Higher education genders the work of student affairs with regard to their efforts as less
significant than the vocation of academic and business affairs units, thereby pushing student
affairs to the periphery of the hierarchy of the institution (Yakaboski & Donahoo, 2011). In turn
there are limited ascensions from student affairs into the college presidency, evidence of highly
capable female administrators not provided with the same opportunities for career advancement
available to their colleagues dispersed across other areas of campus (Jacobson, 2002).
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It remains unpromising that a research-oriented university would tap a vice president for
student affairs as its next president, however, according to Jacobson (2002) that is not necessarily
the case any longer at teaching-oriented campuses, particularly liberal-arts institutions. Given the
range of responsibilities the job of vice president of student affairs entails, a move to college
president would seem a natural evolution (Jacobson, 2002). In 2000, then vice president for
campus life at Emory University, Ms. Lucas-Tauchar, landed a presidential position when she
was chosen to lead Millsap College in Jackson, Mississippi. Lucas-Tauchar, an AfricanAmerican woman, had joined the ranks of a small but growing number of female vice presidents
for student affairs-turned-president (Jacobson, 2002).
There are a variety of differences between higher education and corporate environments
and perspectives, and while there are numerous publications based on corporate leadership,
current publications share little about the leadership motivations, styles, and philosophies of
actual university presidents, particularly women (Madsen, 2008). While representation of women
at higher professorial ranks is unsatisfactory, women are even further scarce on the
administrative career ladder with relatively few women advancing to top academic leadership
positions such as dean, provost, president or chancellor (Bilen-Green, Froelich, & Jacobson,
2008). This meager female representation despite evidence that women are increasingly entering
the ranks of academia (Chin, 2011).
A dean in a college or university setting has significant power and authority over a
specific academic unit, or over a particular area of concern, or both. Typically the head of a
significant collection of departments within a university (e.g., dean of the college of arts and
sciences, dean of the college of engineering) the dean is responsible for setting academic
policies, approving faculty hiring, overseeing the budget, and other administration. Deans serve a
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critical role in academic organizations with their ability to control information, and accumulate
and allocate resources (Rosser, 2003).
The university provost is most often responsible for the development and execution of
academic priorities, with governance over the allocation of resources that will support those
priorities. Working closely with academic deans, department heads, faculty, and staff the provost
is tasked with ensuring the highest possible quality of educational programs are facilitated within
and outside the classroom. Another important role of the provost is to ensure the recruitment,
retention, and support of a diverse faculty body is cultivated and maintained. Specific duties and
responsibilities for a provost may vary from one institution to another, however, most often this
role includes supervision and oversight of multiple departments and curricular affairs.
The various deans, as defined above, generally report to the provost or jointly to the
university president and provost. Heads of a variety of interdisciplinary units and academic
support functions such as libraries, student services, admissions and information technology
reporting up to the provost indicate that this position holds a significant level of responsibility. In
many American colleges and universities, the provost is the second-ranking officer in the
administrative hierarchy, second only to the president of the institution.
President is the title of the highest-ranking officer within the administration of a
university. At times identified as the chief executive officer, a president is responsible for the
management of a university and all its departments, including the administration of a university’s
business activities. A number of the most prevalent offices reporting to a university president
include: the office of the provost, vice president for business affairs and chief financial officer,
general counsel, vice-president for development, vice president for human resources, and vice
president for strategic planning.
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Current leadership theories favor a transformational and collaborative style, yet
organizational cultures often represent social constructions of gender and ethnicity norms in
society (Chin, 2011). Chin explained further, that within the context of institutions of higher
education there is often a strain between hierarchical and collaborative forms of leadership
reflected in opposing sets of practices. Lick (2002) stressed higher education and its institutions
have cultures that have evolved over generations providing stability and powerfully protecting
the status quo. Subsequently, these cultures are some of the strongest and most rigid in our
society.
Strong evidence validates a propensity for women to adopt a more collaborative,
cooperative, or democratic style of leadership as opposed to men who have a tendency to adopt a
more directive, competitive, or autocratic style, and this has emerged in all types of studies
(Cheung & Halpern, 2010; Chin, 2011; Hoyt, 2010; Schaaf, Lindahl, Hurty, &Cheen, 2012).
Visser (2011) stated women often perceive power and politics differently than men, which has a
significant impact on their willingness to be promoted to leadership positions.
Conveyed by Schaaf et al. (2012) women are acutely uncomfortable with the word
power, which has come to mean ‘power over’ others, to manipulate, and to control. At the
organizational level this reluctance, according to Visser (2011), is one of the most important
reasons why women are under-represented at top levels. Research by Madsen (2008) indicated
women must actually like and enjoy power at some level to be successful in advanced leadership
positions within higher education. Power as defined by several female collegiate presidents,
however, referred primarily to influence and accountability rather than ‘power over’ others
(Madsen, 2008).
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Transformative Leadership
Bass and Avolio (1994) wrote that a transformational leader motivates others to do more
than they initially intended, and often times even more than they thought possible. Leadership
that motivates people “to infuse their energy into strategies is called transformational leadership”
(Kouzes & Posner, 2007, p. 122). Transformative leadership as defined by Caldwell et al. (2011)
“is an ethically-based leadership model that integrates a commitment to values and outcomes by
optimizing the long-term interests of stakeholders and society, and honoring the moral duties
owed by organizations to their stakeholders” (p. 176). Caldwell et al. described the commitment
of transformational leadership to the welfare of the organization and society, as a fundamental
principle behind transformative leadership.
Transformational leaders have the ability to energize followers to take action in support
of a higher purpose, and as such are able to create an organizational environment in which
people are encouraged to address both problems and opportunities with creativity and personal
commitment (Bass & Avolio, 1994; Eagly & Carli, 2003; Tucker & Russell, 2004). According to
historian James MacGregor Burns (2003) transforming leadership becomes moral when it raises
the level of human conduct and ethical aspiration of both leader and follower; having a
transforming effect on both. Transformative leadership stated Caldwell et al. (2011) inspires
followers dedicated to excellence, influences those who seek moral solutions, and models the
resolve that permits leaders to make a considerable difference in their organizations.
When individuals are part of something that elevates them to a higher level of motivation
and morality, they develop a belonging to something special and this sense of belonging is
largely significant in tumultuous times (Kouzes & Posner, 2007). The quest of transformative
leadership is to help others to evaluate their lives, realize their potential, and create a better world
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(Caldwell et al., 2011). Transformational leadership, hypothesized by Bass and Avolio (1994), is
seen when a leader;


stimulates interest among colleagues and followers to view their
work from new perspectives,



generates awareness of the mission or vision of the team and
organization,



develops colleagues and followers to higher levels of ability and
potential, and



motivates colleagues and followers to look beyond their own
interests toward those that will benefit the group.

The basic premise behind transformational leadership theory is that the leader possesses
the skills needed to develop successful relationships, creating an environment where both the
leader and follower strive to meet organizational goals essential to achieve the vision (Rolfe,
2011). This leads to a reciprocal and synergetic relationship, cultivating trust and a sense of
belonging. The result is ownership of the shared vision and movement towards actualization
through energized and motivated followers (Rolfe, 2011).
One emphasis of leadership that is transformational, is the sense that it is future oriented
rather than present oriented, resulting in strengthening organizations by inspiring followers’
commitment and creativity (Eagly & Carli, 2003). Research in organizational change supports
the theory that transformational leadership is the foundation and core necessary for organization
development to occur (Friedman, 2004). Organization development (OD) is defined as a
normative re-education strategy with the intent to affect systems of belief, values, and attitudes
within an organization (Bass & Avolio, 1994). This definition, according to Bass and Avolio
highlights three principal OD objectives: (1) to change attitudes or values, (2) to modify
behaviors, and (3) to facilitate change in structure, policy, and culture.
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According to Bass and Avolio (1994) organization development is long-term in
perspective, requiring inspirational and transformational leadership for change to happen. OD is
action-oriented and focuses on achieving and exceeding expectations facilitated through
transformative leaders as agents and champions of the change process. Encouraging
transformational leadership ultimately can increase an organization’s ability to successfully meet
new challenges (Bass & Avolio, 1994; Tucker & Russell, 2004). Transformational leadership
theory stimulates quality improvement environments through reciprocal relationships between
leaders and followers; leaders empower followers, and as a result followers grow and develop
into leaders (Rolfe, 2011).
The number one issue faced by higher education today is effectively initiating,
implementing, and managing intentional and meaningful planned change (Lick, 2002).
Dominici et al. (2009) affirmed the literature on academic leadership calls for more
transformative leadership approaches, which are advantageous to multidisciplinary problem
solving and innovation. Lick stated that unfortunately there is an imbalance in higher education
between effective management and visionary leadership, with too much emphasis on managing
and not enough weight on transforming leadership.
High-level leaders have across-the-board influence that ultimately transforms the world
around us, however, “a number of voices are underrepresented among the powerful elite,
including those of women” (Hoyt & Simon, 2011, p. 143). According to Hoyt (2010) a
transformational leadership style is for the most part beneficial to women because it is not a
distinctly masculine style. Transformational leadership inspires followers dedicated to
excellence, attracts those who seek out moral solutions, and shapes the resolve that can allow
leaders to make a measurable difference in their organizations (Caldwell et al., 2011).
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Transformational leadership is a model in harmony with the goals of higher education
today, whose task is to enable and encourage change that transforms institutions to more
effectively generate new knowledge, and empower students to become future agents of
constructive social change in the larger society (Chin, 2011). Including gender and diversity
issues in educational leadership programs is important if current and aspiring higher education
leaders are to attain elevated levels of cognitive learning such as transformational learning,
providing outcomes that enable the learner to critically reflect upon, communicate, and shift, if
needed, pre-existing assumptions and biases (Mezirow, 2000).
Transformative Learning
According to Mezirow (2000), central to transformative learning is the reexamination of
one’s belief system and reflection upon the impact that one’s assumptions and biases can have on
others. Transformative learning stated Cranton (2006) is a process of investigating, questioning,
validating, and then amending our perspectives. It was the women’s movement in the United
States in the 1970s, according to Mezirow, that pioneered transformative learning through the
influential innovation of consciousness-raising. According to Brookfield (2005) consciousnessraising is a break from one-dimensional thought, considering and unmasking power structures,
acknowledging domination, and critically assessing social ideologies. Transformative learning,
as a learning theory, is that it is uniquely adult (Taylor, 2000).
Transformative Learning Theory was developed collaboratively between Jack Mezirow
and Victoria Marsick in 1978 giving birth to a theory, at that time called perspective
transformation, about which Mezirow has written so comprehensively that it has become ‘his’
theory (Howie & Bagnall, 2013). Reflection is a key insight in transformative learning theory,
and Mezirow has always asserted that critical reflection is fundamental to transformational
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learning (Cranton, 2006). Research supports the widespread notion that women’s strength in
leadership lies in their ability for self-analysis through critical reflection (Rosser, 2003).
Critical reflection and rational discourse, however, and its resulting insight alone do not
make for transformative learning (Mezirow, 1990). Mezirow put forward that the learner must
also be willing to act upon his or her new convictions. According to Mezirow (1990) “making a
decision to act or not to act is itself an action, but a decision not to act must not be based on a
rationalization or self-deception” (p. 355).
Mezirow (2000) suggested that “generic development in which maturity in childhood is
understood as a formative process...includes assimilation of beliefs concerning oneself and the
world, including socialization and learning adult roles” (p. xii). Adulthood, in contrast, is
perceived as a transformative process “involving alienation from those roles, reframing new
perspectives, and reengaging life with a greater degree of self-determination” (Mezirow, 2000, p.
xii). Adult learners have to ‘unlearn’ something before they are able to learn something new
(Schein, 2009). Mezirow (2012) suggested that “interpretations and opinions that may have
worked for us as children often do not as adults” (p. 74). This becomes one of the underlying
reasons why individuals resist change. They are unwilling or unable to unlearn, and according to
Schein, this makes adult learning fundamentally different from childhood learning where
everything learned is new.
A consequential world view is manifested through adult learning in what Mezirow (2000)
called habits of mind; broad, generalized ideas through which individuals filter their experiences
(Debebe, 2009). Habits of mind provide adults with a sense of identity by shaping expectations,
intentions and purposes. Providing, stated Debebe (2009), a set of ideas and assumptions adults
use for interpreting challenges. Human beings, stated Schein (2009) naturally avoid
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unpredictability and uncertainty, a basic argument for adult learning that new stimulus is
required to upset the equilibrium. Schein described such stimulus as “disconfirmation” meaning
“something is perceived or felt that is not expected and that upsets some of our beliefs or
assumptions” (p. 107). According to Debebe, when a transformative insight occurs, there is a
characteristic of irreversibility whereas the individual challenges the assumptions of earlier
thought patterns and is unable to return to an old way of thinking.
Transformations, stated Mezirow (2000), often follow a learning cycle initiated by a
disorienting dilemma. Mezirow initially described the process of transformation to include ten
phases (Cranton, 2006, p. 20):
1. Experiencing a disorienting dilemma
2. Undergoing self-examination
3. Conducting a critical assessment of internalized assumptions and feeling a sense of
alienation from traditional social expectations
4. Relating discontent to the similar experiences of others and recognizing that the
problem is shared
5. Exploring options for new ways of acting
6. Building competence and self-confidence in new roles
7. Planning a course of action
8. Acquiring the knowledge and skills for implementing a new course of action
9. Trying out new roles and assessing them
10. Reintegrating into society with the new perspective

Six of the ten phases above have to do with preparation for and implementation of new
and revised perspectives. In recent years, however, the emphasis in transformative learning has
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been more on encountering the disorienting event and critically questioning or responding to the
beliefs and expectations that make it disorienting (Cranton, 2006).
Whether this shift in meaning perspectives is fast, or slow and more incremental, it has an
unsteadying influence on the individual, with the consequence that the person seeks to make
sense of their experiences (Howie & Bagnall, 2013). This process, according to Howie and
Bagnall, is improved when the individual engages both in their own critical reflection, as well as
with other adults through rational discourse. After a transformation in one’s frame of reference,
“a person is said to view themselves and their world in a superior manner to that previously, as a
result of their assumptions and expectations having been challenged and modified to better fit
their reality or context” (Howie & Bagnall, 2013, p. 817).
Howie and Bagnall (2013) hypothesized the theory, disorienting dilemma, critical
reflection and rational discourse are experiences that bring about transformative learning
through the application or experience of one or a combination of some of these elements.
According to adult learning theorist Mezirow (2000) the transformational learning process is an
intrinsic component of increasing personal agency, and a crucial task in the process of
developing into a leader (Debebe, 2009).
Leaders, stated Tucker and Russel (2004), must first experience personal transformation
within themselves before they can truly help to transform others or their organizations.
Transformational learning as described by Cranton and King (2003) is a significant factor of
informal learning in that its principal underpinning is making meaning of our world through our
experiences and understanding.
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Informal Learning
Informal learning, stated Marsick (2009), is not new. Historically apprentices learned
their craft at the feet of masters, having been advised to “go sit by John” in order to advance in
their professions. The extraction of expertise facilitated by informal learning experiences is hard
to standardize, systemize, and access; its hallmark is its naturalness (Marsick, 2009). According
to Marsick, informal and formal learning are often intricately entwined making a case to attend
to “the differences between formal and informal learning, and to finding ways in practice to
weave together these strands to more effectively support professional development and growth”
(p. 271). The informality and formality in learning, stated Sawchuk (2008), expresses a relational
continuum rather than dichotomous classifications.
According to Sandifer (2009) women have greater access to formal learning, however,
we must insure that women have access to informal learning as well. Women, stated Sandifer,
are unable to do the same work as men without the same learning opportunities. Organizational
environments—leadership, structure, culture and practices—are key to shaping informal learning
opportunities (Marsick, 2009). Sandifer presented two propositions in her study; “informal
learning contributes to the acquired knowledge needed to be successful at work, and women may
have limited access to those opportunities” (p.13).
If we are to assume that the majority of knowledge leading to success at work is gained
through learning informally, it is important to learn from women leaders how their access to
informal experiences contributed to their success as transformative leaders. Marsick, Volpe, and
Watkins (1999) claimed that 83 percent of learning occurs informally, suggesting that women’s
lack of access to these experiences could impede their leadership development.
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Marsick and Watkins (1990) developed a model of informal and incidental learning
hoping to illuminate how the dynamics of such learning would benefit organizations. According
to Marsick et al., (1999) this model puts forth that people learn from their experiences, primarily
when facing a new challenge or problem. This in turn, according to Marsick et al., triggers a
fresh perspective on their situation, followed by a search for alternative responses and
subsequent action to not only rectify the problem, but to evaluate the results as well.
Table 1
Marsick and Watkins’s Theory of Informal and Incidental Learning (1990)
Informal Learning

Incidental Learning

Definitions

Learning that is predominantly experiential
and non-institutional.

Learning that is unintentional, a byproduct of
another activity.

Differences from
formal learning

Differs by degree of control exercised by
the learner, location (not classroom based),
and predictability of outcomes.

Differs by degree, since it is a subset of
informal learning. It is tacit, taken for
granted, and implicit in assumptions and
actions.

Examples

Self-directed learning, networking,
coaching, mentoring, performance
planning, and trial and error.

Learning from mistakes, assumptions,
beliefs, attributions, internalized meaning
constructions about the action of others, and
the hidden curriculum in formal learning.

Delimiters
Informal / Incidental Learning
Framing

Enhancers
Informal / Incidental Learning

How individuals selected the problems to
which they attend and relate them to the
context as they explore interpretations.

Creativity

Different ways of seeing problems and
generating solutions.

Proactivity

Actively seeking out learning in experiences.

Critical
Reflectivity

Looking deeply at one’s practice to identify
assumptions, and beliefs that govern actions.
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Informal and incidental learning are seldom consciously and critically examined, and as
such it is subject to a high degree of misinterpretation (Marsick et al., 1999). People do not
always learn from their mistakes, but rather reinforce their mistakes when they neglect to
examine why they failed. Marsick et al., declared individuals must subject their actions to a lens
of critical reflection before they can begin to see how beliefs, values, assumptions, and
unintended outcomes shape actions and results. It is insight into what these factors are that leads
to a redesign of future action, and with practice, to new ways of addressing challenges (Marsick
et al., 1999).
Characteristics of informal learning as put forward by Marsick et al., are that this type of
adult learning is:


integrated with work and daily routines,



triggered by an internal or external jolt,



not highly conscious,



often is haphazard and influenced by chance,



involves an inductive process of reflection and action,



and is linked to the learning of others.

Research by Marsick et.al. (1999) indicated that a critical first step toward enhancing
individual learning is to become more intentional about it. There must be learning goals (what
one wants to learn) in order to “help further one’s own life and career goals and those of the
organization (without assuming that these goals are always congruent)” (p. 92). The individual
must then determine how to best accomplish this kind of informal learning “given differences in
learning styles, personality and motivation variables, and constraints within the organization”
(p. 92).
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Livingstone defined informal learning as “any activity involving the pursuit of
understanding, knowledge or skill which occurs without the presence of externally imposed
curricular criteria” (Livingstone as cited in Heo & Lee, 2013, p. 134). This, stated Livingstone, is
an important form of adult learning because it is centric to the learning occurring in everyday
situations, which may exceed the common denotation of learning. Heo and Lee (2013) posited
“the perspective learning as reflection process interprets learning as a meaning-making process
amidst reflection whereas learners ‘reflect on their own and others’ experiences in terms of
content (i.e., what happened?), or process (i.e., how did it happen?), which promote learning” (p.
134). This type of learning often generates individual transformation (Mezirow, 1991) making
informal learning ripe with possibilities as a key link in the development of transformative
women leaders.
Summary
It is indeed an arduous trek for women to advance to significant leadership positions in
higher education (Bielen-Green, et al., 2008). Limited research and literature relative to how
women learn to become transformative leaders in the hierarchical, male-dominated environment
of higher education (Easterly, 2008) makes apparent the need for further study. It is clear that a
deeper understanding of what drives women to strive for advanced leadership positions despite
the obstacles is important.
According to Steffen-Fluhr (2006), “few women want to go where few women are” (p.1)
describing a self-reinforcing cycle which will require daring organizational actions to disrupt the
status quo (Bielen-Green, et al., 2008). Attaining a critical mass of women in the leadership
structure of higher education, as stated by Bielen-Green et al., is critically important to position
an institution for change.
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The collection of literature grounding this research central to women and leadership in
higher education was framed within the theories of transformational leadership, transformative
learning, and informal learning theory. Although the literature presented for the study identified
the unique challenges faced by women leaders within institutions of higher education—because
societal norms and hierarchical environments continue to perpetuate these challenges—I was
compelled to examine the leadership journeys of extraordinary women leaders to advance our
understanding of their accomplishments despite obstacles represented in the literature.
The compilation of literature presented for the study will help the reader to understand
the rationale behind this research. To form an independent point of view of the problem this
exploration hopes to address, and to gain additional knowledge and understanding of women in
leadership. The literature review for this research assists the reader in framing their individual
understanding of women leaders, and provides an opportunity for their own transformational
learning through a thoughtful reflection of prior literature in contrast to the leadership stories
shared by the participants in the study.
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CHAPTER 3
Research Methodology
To more fully understand the role of a transformative leadership approach in helping
women progress as leaders in higher education this study utilized a multi-site collective case
study methodology. This case study design is informed by Yin (2014), and through the lens of
Transformational Leadership Theory (Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Kouzes & Posner, 2007) will
contribute to the knowledge of transformative female leaders in higher education.
Interpretive case study technique was the fitting approach for this study given the intent
was to shed light on the phenomenon of high-achieving successful women leaders. Despite prior
studies revealing impediments to women attaining high-level leadership roles in hierarchical
environments (Eagly & Carli, 2003), this study revealed how extraordinary women leaders in
higher education thrived in the face of these challenges.
A qualitative research approach, the study utilized the narratives of the participants to
optimize the opportunity for the reader to gain an experiential understanding of the case (Stake,
1995). Leadership is affected by context and it is difficult to study a leader independent of this
framework. Case study research allows for a multi-layered examination, providing a level of
detail absent with most quantitative approaches. Therefore, a qualitative interpretive case study
approach was chosen as the appropriate methodology for this study (Yin, 2014).
Research Design
Research for the study took a qualitative approach to explore multiple bounded cases
through detailed, in-depth data collection and interpretation. The use of interpretive/theoretical
frameworks informed the research (Creswell, 2013) and addressed the meaning the female
participants of the study ascribed to transformative leadership. Case study research involves the
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study of a case within a real-life contemporary framework or setting (Yin, 2014). This approach
provided the researcher with the opportunity to explore real-life, contemporary multiple bounded
systems (cases) through detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of
information (e.g., observations, interviews, and documents) culminating in a case description and
case themes (Creswell, 2013).
Participants in the study were asked to complete a Leadership Assessment Inventory
(W. Warner Burke Associates, Inc., 1989, 1994). A well-regarded and often relied upon
leadership evaluation tool created by a man, Warner Burke, with the intent of the assessment to
determine if an individual’s approach to leadership is predominantly transformational as opposed
to transactional. The women who agreed to take part in the study had previously been identified
as transformative leaders by their colleagues, both male and female.
The Leadership Assessment Inventory was used as a benchmark to determine if the
assumptions inherent in the assessment aligned with the leadership approach of the participants
in the study. The women leaders completed the inventory, a self-scored evaluation, to determine
if her score was indicative of a transformational or transactional leadership approach. The
incorporation of this measurement helped to determine if Burke’s leadership assessment is
accurate for use by women today given the assessment was last modified in 1994 when a far
greater share of men than women held positions of advanced leadership.
Rationale
Crotty (2011) described meaning as a truth that is not discovered, but rather is
constructed with individuals creating meaning in different ways, even in relation to the same
phenomenon. Consequently, each case in the study denoted a single participant’s reflection and
narrative, and their understanding of the success they have realized in achieving an advanced
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position of leadership in higher education. Multiple case studies were conducted in search of not
only the disparate perspectives of each participant, but to also uncover commonalities in their
stories as well (Stake, 1995).
Case study design enabled the study to compare women leaders across several institutions
of higher education, and across a variety of job titles, roles, and responsibilities in search of
common threads and patterns in their responses (Yin, 2014). Through this interpretive research,
as a scholar I pursued a comprehensive understanding of the issue and, in turn, organized and
described the findings to construct an understanding for the reader (Stake, 1995). According to
Stake (1995), experiential understanding and multiple realities are the expectation in qualitative
case studies.
Understandings and realities unfold in pursuit of complex meanings, requiring continuous
attention and an ongoing interpretive role by the researcher. Interpretation is a major component
of all research, with the qualitative case researcher attempting to preserve the multiple realities,
and the contrasting and even contradictory views of the participants (Stake, 1995). The case
study brought to life the stories, voices, and experiences of successful extraordinary women
leaders in higher education. Each voice is distinct and yet there are threads that connect them all
into a powerful and compelling pattern (Schaaf et al., 2012).
One advantage of a multiple-case study is the analytic benefits that come from having
two (or more) cases. Yin (2014) described the analytic conclusions independently arising from
two or more cases, as being more powerful; strengthening the findings compared to those of a
single-case study alone. Stake (1995) has referred to qualitative case study as highly personal
research with the case and the researcher interacting in a presumed unique and not necessarily
reproducible way. As such, Stake elaborated that the quality and the utility of case study research
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is not necessarily founded on its reproducibility (McMillan, 2012) but rather through the value of
the meanings generated by the researcher.
Case study methodology was most appropriate for this study given the objective was to
discover, reflect, understand, and illustrate the role of transformative learning relative to highachieving women leaders in academe. By utilizing a case study methodology a comprehensive
understanding of how women learn to become transformative leaders, despite reputed barriers
unique to women, was achieved. Each participant in the study had an inimitable perspective on
leadership and graciously shared her story.
One goal of this qualitative research was to grasp the meaning of the experiences of the
participants and to understand the particular context within which the participants are operating,
and its influence on their actions. Thus generating results and theories that are understandable
and credible to both the participants in the study and to others (Gall, Gall & Borg, 2007).
Participant Selection
In order to identify appropriate participants for this study a type of qualitative research
sampling referred to as snowball or chain sampling was utilized (Creswell, 2013). Distinguishing
the research participants began through solicitation of names by the researcher, from people who
knew people, who could single out information-rich cases for the study.
A letter of explanation was emailed to women identified through acquaintances at my
own and other institutions. The letter invited confidential participation by female academic
administrators whose careers in higher education encompass five years or greater. In turn, to
gather accurate information not lost by time, the participants were required to be currently
engaged in a leadership capacity within an institution of higher education. Participants in this
research were purposely selected for their ability to inform the study (Yin, 2014). Once
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transformational female leaders had been identified through snowball sampling, personal
interviews with the participants were arranged.
The multi-case study was designed for three to four female participants in a director or
higher-level leadership position in higher education. Case study research requires a meticulous
in-depth view of the lived experiences and as such it is recommended not to include more than 4
or 5 cases in a single study (Creswell, 2013). This number provided sufficient opportunity to
identify themes within the cases, and conduct cross-case theme analysis without diluting the
richness in comparisons.
A cross-section of female leaders in higher education were selected for their
representation of the “big target” (positions) for aspiring leaders. A story from a vice president
for student affairs, a narrative from a female provost, a chief financial officer, and the shared
story from a woman seated in the presidential position at a four-year university make up the
cases in the study. Through the selection of multiple women leaders representing a variety of
positions of leadership in higher education, the study exposed data both rich and informative.
The study strived to explore and understand exceptional women who have sought
advanced leadership opportunities, who seek to empower others, and strive to be
transformational in their vision. The volunteers who participated in the study had a story to tell
which is of substantial value for those women interested in leadership opportunities in higher
education.
Illustrated in Appendix A, is the letter petitioning volunteers to participate in this
research. The request made clear that involvement was voluntary and participation could
terminate at any time during the study for any reason at the participant’s discretion. The identity
of all participants has been kept confidential as well as the information gathered during the study.
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No personally identifiable information relative to the participants or their place of employment
will be shared as an outcome of this study. Pseudonyms were used for both the individual
participant as well as for the college or university represented. The leadership position and title,
however, accurately represent the leadership role of each participant.
Site Selection
Multiple site selection for this study was informed through the snowball sampling
technique of first identifying participants to take part in the study. Participants were identified
from three different private colleges and universities located in a metropolitan area in the upper
Midwest United States. All three of the institutions of higher education employing the
participants for the study are grounded in the faith and values of the Christian tradition.
Four rather than three pseudonyms were used to identify the locations to protect the
identity of each of the two participants positioned at the same institution. Table 2 below provides
a brief description of the participants and pseudonyms used to protect their identities.
Table 2
Profile of Study Participants
Pseudonym

Pseudo Institution

Role / Position Title

Rebecca

Paulinus College

Margaret

St. Anita University

Executive Vice President & Provost

Lisa

McKnight College

Chief Financial Officer & Vice President
for Finance and Administration

Susan

St. Martha University

Vice President of Student Affairs

President
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Data Collection
The primary data gathering technique used in the study was in-person, semi-structured
interviews, facilitated by a series of open-ended questions. Appendix C illustrates the questions
deployed to facilitate responses from the participant’s central to the focus of the study. The data
collection included in-depth interviews with four participants at three private college or
university locations. Interviews were sixty to ninety minutes in length. Two underlying uses in
case study research, according to Stake (1995), are to obtain the interpretation and descriptions
of the phenomenon as depicted by the study participant.
A thorough review of additional information revealed in Web searches on each college or
university’s website added to the data collected during the individual interviews of each
participant. Media and document review contributed to this case study research by serving as
information that the researcher did not observe or acquire directly during the interview of the
participant (Yin, 2014).
Site Descriptions and Observations. To protect the identities of the two research
participants from the same institution, a communal description of the sites was applied rather
than associating a depiction linking each site to the accompanying pseudo college or university.
The interviews took place in the month of June, which limited the kinds of observations
more likely to be revealed during the academic year. While there were students in sight on
campus at each of the locations, their diminished presence and lack of urgency to get to their
destinations made clear the spring term had concluded; leaving in its wake the less structured
feel of summer sessions. Perhaps the time of year also lent itself to the participants of this
research being afforded more freedom in their schedules to be able to contribute to the study.
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The time of year had minimal impact on the ability to collect appropriate data from the
participants, however, having conducted the in-person interviews during the height of the
academic year may have added to the richness of this research through the incorporation of a
description of the campus character at the height of the academic year.
Private institutions, each location had meticulously manicured grounds with ample
outdoor seating allowing for solitary quiet spaces to study, or common areas to enjoy the
company of others. Each of the research participants offices’ were located in stoic age-old
buildings with the architecture and esthetic confidence evident in structures whose foundations
were laid early in the history of the institution.
Interviews. The first stage of data collection was conducted through semi-structured
interviews with each of the participants. The interviews involved asking questions and then
probing deeper with open-form questions to obtain additional information (Gall, Gall & Borg,
2007). Face-to-face interviews permitted the researcher to observe nonverbal responses and
behaviors during the interview, allowing when necessary for additional probing, follow-up, and
clarification of the verbal answer (Creswell, 2013; McMillan, 2012).
Focusing on the participant’s emotions and use of body language added to the impact of
her story. The intent of supplemental notes by the researcher was to capture the feeling and depth
of emotion that was being projected by the participant throughout the interview. To ensure that
the data collected was accurate, member checking was employed by the researcher through the
participants’ review of the professionally transcribed interview documents shortly after the
interview took place.
Purposefully semi-structured questions were used to initiate the interview given the
nature of this type of questioning is open-ended, yet specific in intent, allowing for individual
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responses (Gall, Gall & Borg, 2007; McMillan, 2012). A semi-structured protocol allowed the
researcher to go “off script” when there was a need to, in order to ask “why” or “how” around a
specific instance in the participants professional life. It was the intent of the semi-structured
interview questions to open up the opportunity for narrative inquiry.
Personal narratives facilitated a representation and explanation of social reality as
communicated by the participant through a story structure. Narrative inquiry is a collective term
for the methods developed by scholars in qualitative research traditions involving the study of
lived experiences (Creswell, 2013; McMillan, 2012). According to Creswell narrative stories tell
of individual experiences, shedding light on the identities of individuals and how they see
themselves.
Shared stories served well the purpose of this research which was to discover and
understand how each woman’s unique story had manifested itself in the culmination of a highlevel leadership position within higher education. Data was gathered through multiple forms with
interviews as the primary form of data collection, as well as through researcher observations,
documents, and other sources of data.
Interviews were audio-taped and professionally transcribed with participants and their
respective institutions described through the use of pseudonyms rather than real names. Data
collected through recording the interviewee was supplemented with written notes taken by the
researcher during the interview. The interviews, approximately sixty minutes in length, were
conducted in a convenient place for the participant. All interviews took place in the subject’s
office within the college or university in which she was employed.
Websites and Publications. Supplemental information relating to the female leaders in
the case study and their organizations were also gathered via college documents and publications
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via the Internet. Data collection began with the interview as one method of data gathering and
gradually shifted to add other methods to triangulate the data collected during the interview.
Triangulation, which is the use of multiple methods to collect data relative to the phenomenon
being studied enhanced the validity of the findings.
Leadership Assessment Inventory. In addition to a face-to-face interview, participants
in the study were asked to complete a Leadership Assessment Inventory (W. Warner Burke
Associates, Inc., 1989, 1994). The intent of the assessment was to determine if the research
participant favored a transformational or transactional leadership approach.
The Leadership Assessment Inventory was used as a benchmark to determine if the
assumptions inherent in the assessment are correct. The incorporation of this measurement
helped to determine if Burke’s leadership assessment tool is accurate for use by both male and
female leaders.
Data Inquiry
Inductive data analysis is used by qualitative researchers given hypotheses are not first
formulated with the intent to gather data to either prove or disprove them. Data for the study was
gathered first and then synthesized inductively to prompt generalizations, models, or
frameworks. Suppositions in this qualitative research were developed from the “ground up”
through detailed particulars rather than from the “top down” (McMillan, 2012). This approach
was important to the study as it allowed the researcher to be open to new ways of understanding;
unprovoked by predetermined hypotheses limiting the data collected (McMillan, 2012).
Within-case analysis provided a detailed description of each case and themes within the
case, followed by a thematic analysis across the cases (cross-case analysis), as well as assertions
and an interpretation of the meaning by the researcher (Creswell, 2013). The cross analysis
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yielded common assumptions and behaviors of transformational women leaders, which the
researcher compared against the inherent assumptions and leadership dimensions in the
Leadership Assessment Inventory. These assertions are grounded in the current literature.
Triangulation validated the data gathered through the use of multiple sources of evidence.
An array of sources used in data triangulation included interviews, observations, documents and
artifacts all of which triangulated on the same set of research questions with the aim of
corroborating the same finding (Yin, 2014). The process of corroborating evidence from multiple
sources shed light on the themes and perspectives of this case. With the location of evidence to
document a code or theme in different sources of data, triangulating the information and
providing validity to the findings (Creswell, 2013).
A major strength of the case study data collection and analysis was the opportunity to
take advantage of multiple sources of evidence. Moreover, case studies using multiple sources of
information are rated more favorably, in terms of overall quality, than those that are dependent
upon a single source of information (Yin, 2014). As suggested by Yin, all sources of evidence
were reviewed and analyzed together so that the findings were based on the convergence of
information from different sources, not quantitative or qualitative data alone.
Following the organization of the data, analysis continued with the researcher getting a
sense of the collection of data through reading and memo writing. During this phase of the
analysis the researcher writes down ideas about the evolving theory throughout the coding
process as a part of the data analysis (Creswell, 2013). Gall, Gall, and Borg (2007) defined
interpretational analysis as the process of examining case study data closely to find constructs,
themes, and patterns that are presented by the researcher to describe the phenomenon being
studied.
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Moving from reading and journaling, the next step in the interpretation of the data
involved the process of coding. This technique entailed aggregating the text into small categories
of information, seeking evidence for the code from different sources of data collected, and
assigning a label to the code (Creswell, 2013). Coding involved “winnowing” or culling the data
as not all of the data collected was used in the study. Some information was discarded. Themes
emerged from the coding as categories of information aggregated to form a common idea.
Interpretation of the case resulted from moving beyond the codes and themes to the greater
meaning behind the data.
Validity
Researcher Bias. Process validity addresses the sufficiency of the processes used in the
different phases of research. Data collection, analysis, interpretation, and triangulation are all
sources and methods used to guard against bias (Yin, 2014). Qualitative study is influenced
greatly by the researcher’s perspective, requiring transparency in the scholar’s previous
experiences, motivations for the research, and characteristics which may affect the recording and
interpretation of data (Creswell, 2013; McMillan, 2012).
Clarifying partiality was important to the study to permit the reader to understand the
researcher’s position, biases, and assumptions that could impact the investigation (Creswell,
2013) and subsequent final presentation of assertions and conclusions. McMillan stressed the
importance of a good qualitative researcher acknowledging how expectations and preconceived
ideas may affect what is observed, interpreted, and concluded in a study.
As a result of making clear researcher bias from the onset of the study, I created a
checklist of personal assumptions and preconceived notions that would be referred back to and
double-checked to ensure that data was not winnowed to conform to the researcher’s
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assumptions. As a singular researcher for the study it was critical that “cherry picking” data did
not occur. This is of particular significance given I am currently a mid-level female leader within
an institution of higher education with leadership experiences in an academic environment.
All of which impact the lens through which I perceive female leadership opportunities in a
scholastic organization.
Therefore, it was paramount in the data collection, analysis, and presentation of findings
to remain aware of personal leadership experiences and how these events influenced the study. It
was vital that I suspend any preconceived position in a reflective way that cultivated curiosity,
and at the same time recognizing that personal understandings were threaded throughout this
research (LeVasseur, 2003).
Case study research requires the researcher to have an understanding of the issue being
studied beforehand, and this understanding could undesirably sway the researcher towards
supportive evidence and away from evidence contrary to the literature (Yin, 2014). The literature
review for the study, coupled with personal lived experiences as a female leader within a higher
education organization had a significant impact on my perspective of women and leadership. As
a result it was easy to be drawn towards, and compelled to focus on the literature supporting the
notion that higher education remains a male-dominated culture where women are at times
marginalized, their contributions diminished, and high-level positions of leadership out of reach.
A case study researcher, however, must also be open to contrary evidence. Given the
intent of the study was to discover and learn how high-achieving female leaders in higher
education have in reality achieved success, their stories challenged evidence contrary to the
portrayal of ongoing leadership struggles inherent for women. In an effort to remain cognizant of
biases and conducting research ethically, as the investigator I tested my degree of openness to
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contrary evidence by reporting preliminary findings during the data collection and analysis
phases, to two or three critical colleagues (Yin, 2014).
Member checking. Member checking by the researcher through the solicitation of
participants’ views of the credibility of the findings and researcher interpretations (Creswell,
2013) lent itself to the data analysis process to further establish the credibility of the study. This
approach, writ large, involved “taking data, analyses, interpretations, and conclusions back to the
participants so that they can judge the accuracy and credibility of the account” (Creswell, 2013,
p.252). According to Stake (1995), it is vital that participants “play a major role directing as well
as acting in case study research” (p. 115). The member checking process helped to capture the
essence of the information shared by the research participant.
Member checking ensured representation of the emic perspective. The emic perspective
being “the research participants’ perceptions and understanding of their social reality” as
opposed to the etic perspective which is the “researcher’s conceptual and theoretical
understanding of the research participants’ social reality” (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007, p.639). This
is of critical importance in the accurate representation of each participant’s narrative, and the
ensuing meaning and theoretical lens ascribed to each story by the researcher.
Participants were asked to review the transcription of their interview, providing an
opportunity for the women to reflect back on the interview conversation and confirm the
acceptance of their narratives to be the foundational dataset analyzed, interpreted, and presented
in the study. The women were presented with a second opportunity to review the final researcher
interpretation and presentation of their narrative as it would appear in the final dissertation.
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Data Analysis Strategy
In order to answer the research question, data analysis was facilitated via the lens of
transformative learning; positioned as “meaning making.” The primary units of analysis for each
case were habits of mind, point of view, and frame of reference. Our predominant habits of mind
help us to habitually make meaning around our experiences (Mezirow, 2000).
Mezirow’s theory, expressed in lay terms, stated our particular worldview is usually
based on a set of paradigmatic assumptions derived from an individual’s upbringing, life
experiences, culture or education (Christie, Carey, Robertson, and Grainger, 2015). According to
Christie et.al, our worldview is “based on a set of causal assumptions that are often ingrained and
well-rehearsed” (p.11). Mezirow asserted that individuals have difficulty changing due to their
worldviews becoming unconscious frames of reference, constructed of habits of the mind. His
argument that particular points of view can become so ingrained that it takes a powerful
disorienting dilemma to shake them (Christie et.al, 2015).
Habits of Mind. The literature indicated three areas that habits of mind stem from;
epistemological, sociolinguistic, and psychological. A variety of examples of habits of mind
became clear as the study moved through each case. Habits of mind help us to understand how
each of the women leaders made meaning from her experiences.
Table 3 below briefly defines each of the three areas that collectively form an
individual’s habit of mind (Gall, Gall & Borg, 2007; Mezirow, 2012).
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Table 3
Habits of Mind (HOM)

Epistemological

Our source of knowledge; the nature of knowledge and the process by which
knowledge is acquired and validated. It is how each of us identifies with what
we know; with what we believe to be accurate and true.

Sociolinguistic

Meaning comes from, and is conveyed through language, and transformative
learning focuses on one variety of habit of mind through sociolinguistics;
ideologies, social norms and how they are obtained, customs, language usage,
and language games.

Psychological

Our psychological habit of mind and resulting point of view reveal an
individual’s self-concept, personality traits or type, and our emotional response
patterns. It is our sense of self and how we came to this view.

Point of View. A habit of mind, stated Mezirow (2012), becomes expressed as a point of
view. Mezirow suggested, “A point of view comprises clusters of meaning schemes—sets of
immediate specific expectations, beliefs, feelings, attitudes, and judgments—that tacitly direct
and shape a specific interpretation and determine how we judge, typify objects, and attribute
causality” (p. 84). In essence, this contributes to our individual view of the world. The point of
view of each woman in the study will be revealed through a culmination of their individual
narrative statements, repeating themes, and choice of focus.
Frame of Reference. According to Mezirow (2012), a frame of reference is connected
by two dimensions; a habit of mind and resulting point of view. Each individual’s “habit of mind
is a set of assumptions—broad, generalized, orienting predispositions that act as a filter for
interpreting the meaning of experience” (p. 83). Our frames of reference result from our
individual interpretation of the experience and may be either within or outside of our awareness
(Mezirow, 2012). Mezirow postulated, any of our most shielded beliefs about ourselves and our
world—that we are smart or dumb, good or bad—are inferred from recurring affective
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experience outside of awareness. This stated Mezirow, creates an experience whereas, “each
person can be said to live in a reality different from anyone else’s (p.82).
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CHAPTER 4
Findings and Analysis
The goal of this chapter is to answer the research question as it pertains to each unique
case, providing the reader with a distinct representation of how evidence appeared and lent itself
to the analysis. The central research question that guided the study was: How do women learn to
become transformative leaders in higher education so that they break their own ‘barriers’ and
serve to help other women do the same? The data collected demonstrates each participant’s
habits of mind through statements in their narratives.
Appendix C denotes the interview questions which were designed to facilitate responses
that would establish how the participants made meaning from their experiences. The intent of
this analysis was to investigate the informal learning journeys of exceptional women leaders to
gain an instructive understanding of a transformative leadership approach lending itself to
accomplished female leaders; with the goal to gain a deeper understanding.
The literature presented for the study identified the unique challenges faced by female
leaders within institutions of higher education, and the cases will unravel and reveal why each of
these extraordinary women leaders are seated in top leadership positions within their institutions
despite obstacles represented in current literature.
The Cases
As described in Chapter One, I will identify the predominant habits of mind for each of
the cases. Each case will begin with a description of the societal norms in which the leader was
raised. Forming the basis for their habits of mind central to women in leadership roles. The
narratives presented in each case of the study will further an understanding of how exceptional
women leaders challenge the premise behind these structures.
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Each case will bring to light the impact of informal and transformative learning
experiences for the participant. A significant component of informal learning is the ability of an
individual to determine what they need to acquire and how they might go about learning in
informal ways. The cases will help to inform our understanding of how some women achieve
advanced positions of leadership, yet for other women these opportunities remain out of reach.
Additionally each case will reveal barriers, and how these women overcame them in their
journey to positions of advanced leadership. Gender and generational challenges permeate all
levels in the structure of higher education that preclude women from securing top leadership
roles. Each case will demonstrate how these barriers were challenged and overcome.
Finally, the cases will demonstrate transformative leadership capabilities for each
woman, making clear the appropriateness of her inclusion in the study. A thorough
understanding of influential and transformational leadership in each case will reveal how the
contributions of these highly competent female leaders benefit the academic organizations they
represent.
Participants
There were four contributors to the study. Three held a position and title of vice president
within a division of academic, student, or business affairs, and one participant held the title of
president for her institution. Table 4 below provides a condensed summation of experience and
years of service in higher education for each research participant.
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Table 4
Participant Experience & Years of Service

Rebecca

Vice president of student affairs, she has been employed in higher education for over
30 years, holding a variety of designations in student affairs in both public and private
institutions.

Margaret

Executive vice president and provost at her institution, she is a 40 year veteran with
dedication to higher education in numerous positions within student and academic
affairs.

Lisa

Susan

Chief financial officer and vice president for finance and administration, she has more
than 20 years of service within several organizations of higher education.

President of her university, she can lay claim to academic experience adding up to
nearly 30 years to include faculty and administrative positions.

The cumulative experience and length of service in higher education in excess of twenty
years by each of the participants adds to the legitimacy of the data collected. All four women’s
leadership journeys were framed in nearly the identical historical time period leading to an
assumption that their shared stories and experiences in an academic environment exposed them
to analogous challenges and opportunities.
Despite their leadership paths evolving parallel to one another in a period of time defined
as the past thirty years, each woman had a unique story to tell relative to how very similar
experiences impacted each of them in a distinctly singular way. The focus of the study is on
transformative learning, which positions adult learning as a process of “meaning making.” The
goal of the cases was to identify their habits of mind, dependent on the participant’s
interpretation of events rather than the accuracy of the interpretation. Transformative learning
occurs in one of four ways: by expanding existing frames of reference, by acquiring new frames
of reference, by transforming points of view, or by altering habits of mind (Mezirow, 2012).
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Participant Narratives
Each case will begin with a brief introduction of the participant with the intent of
capturing the essence of her character. Positioning the reader to perhaps more fully immerse
themselves in the participant’s narrative. Their stories will validate the significance of habits of
mind relative to their ability to effectively lead in the complex environment of higher education.
Lastly, each case will culminate with an abridged reflection of the leadership characteristics of
each participant that summarizes the influence of their habits of mind in making meaning of their
experiences.
Case 1: Rebecca, vice president of student affairs. Education, explained Rebecca,
“helps people live better lives in all sorts of ways.” This statement is conceivably an indicator of
what has undoubtedly been one of the compelling reasons that Rebecca has amassed over 30
years in higher education in a variety of positions in student affairs. I found this daughter of an
attorney and social worker humble and gracious even though research prior to our interview
session revealed she had received a number of formal awards and liberal praise from her
colleagues during her tenure as an academic professional. She never revealed these accolades,
however, her enthusiasm to contribute to this study for the sake of advancing literature vital to
women and leadership, substantiated her professional achievements.
At the mid-point of her academic career Rebecca was the recipient of an award from a
pool of women who were categorized by their peers as women who were destined to be leaders
in higher education. Identified as a woman representing the best of the rising stars in the
academic sphere, Rebecca was saluted for making a difference—day in and day out—in her
institution and her community. More recently, Rebecca was recognized and honored as a
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professional whose work in an institution of higher education conveys an extraordinary example
for all student development professionals to model.
Rebecca’s predominant habits of mind threaded throughout the narrative of her case are
representative of intentionality, open-mindedness, and personal responsibility. Each of these
habits of mind guide Rebecca’s actions and enable her to make meaning from her experiences.
Societal Norms. Growing up in a small Wisconsin town in a large Catholic family,
Rebecca’s frame of reference was that she “grew up with lots and lots and lots of privileges.”
Her father an attorney, and her mother a social worker who paused her career when she got
married—to raise seven children—went back to work part-time when some of her younger
siblings were still at home. This at a time historically when societal norms strongly suggested
that a woman’s place was in the home, in particular if she were married with children.
All seven children went to college, with Rebecca attending an all-female institution for
her undergraduate studies. From my perspective, stated Rebecca, “I would also name being in an
all-female identified environment as a privilege” and “in some respects it kind of messed with
my head” subsisting in an all-female environment. From Rebecca’s vantage point,
It’s sort of here’s this area where any role is probably female, including some we would
think would be non-traditional. So, we called her Sr. Mary Lawnmower, the head of
grounds was a nun. So she’s out there on a lawnmower and with a spade. There are males
who worked there, but the interesting thing was in finance and in business, those were
men.
Rebecca’s undergraduate experience at a women’s college exposed her to females
assuming “blue collar” positions typically dominated by men, and at the same time created a
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frame of reference indicative of men holding the positions in finance and business. Suggesting
these “white collar” jobs were inaccessible to women even at a women’s college.
Rebecca completed her undergraduate studies in 1980 and remembers the then female
president of her college being “adamant that we had a golf team because women need to learn to
play golf to be able to be effective in corporate settings.” Rebecca explained, “it was very
important to her given Sister [president] was very much about women being able to make it in
various and sundry places.” Rebecca acquiesced with this assertion, demonstrating her ability to
recognize the societal norm which determined that many of the most important transactions
occurred in activities that were traditionally male.
After earning her master’s degree Rebecca went to law school and clerked at a law firm.
While clerking that summer Rebecca learned,
[What] was attractive about me as a summer clerk was that I’d been a basketball coach at
[college] and that they [men] thought about that as being able to make connections and
networking and that kind of stuff, but I think it also had value in the [men’s] world.
Rebecca’s belief system—her habit of mind—for interpreting her hire as a law clerk was
based on her assumption that it was due, in part, to her collegiate coaching background.
Rebecca shared another story about her purchase of a pink linen suit the same summer
she clerked. She was scrambling the weekend before starting because she had only one suit.
Rebecca indicated she “went shopping, and it was just like anything on sale that fit me I did,
including this two-piece kind of pink linen.” About a month in to her clerking position, a female
working in acquisitions at the firm told her the pink suit was an inappropriate choice of clothing.
Rebecca recalled this colleague telling her,
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Between you and me, lose the pink. I was like, ‘all right.’ I told her the story and she was
like, “I totally get it, as a summer associate you’re trying to dress the part, I totally get
that, however, if you were to continue down this road my advice to you is to lose the
pink—red is fine, red is power, dresses are fine, we totally get that you need to be
corporate kinds of things, especially when you’re meeting with clients and those kinds of
stuff”—but—yeah, I always remember, ‘Lose the pink.’
Important to Rebecca’s learning was her ability to identify the habit of mind in the
suggestion that her work attire—a pink linen suit—was unsuitable for her position as a law clerk.
Further evidence of Rebecca’s capability to discern that some habits of mind, which could be
regarded as distinctly masculine, are prevalent in both men and women.
Informal and Transformative Learning Experiences. During her interview, Rebecca
spoke of a book titled Outliers: The Story of Success, by Malcolm Gladwell (2008), which she
advised was a good read relative to leadership development. I took her suggestion to heart and
early on in the book came across a paragraph reflective of my interview conversation with
Rebecca around privilege. Gladwell believed that individuals do not rise from nothing. Gladwell
(2008, p. 19) stated,
We do owe something to parentage and patronage. The people who stand before kings
may look like they did it all by themselves. But in fact they are invariably the
beneficiaries of hidden advantages and extraordinary opportunities and cultural legacies
that allow them to learn and work hard and make sense of the world in ways others
cannot. It makes a difference where and when we grew up. The culture we belong to and
the legacies passed down by our forebears shape the patterns of our achievements in ways
we cannot begin to imagine. It’s not enough to ask what successful people look like, in
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other words. It is only by asking where they are from that we can unravel the logic behind
who succeeds and who doesn’t.
In order to deeply understand the true nature of privilege Rebecca repeatedly modeled the
behavior of first turning inward and examining herself rather than simply applying the lens.
Rebecca indicated she frequently pursues current literature which has aided her ability to
critically reflect on her habits of mind. She does not discount the privilege afforded her as a
result of her upbringing, and subsequent advanced position of leadership.
Rebecca offered ample credit to several female role models in her family. The descendent
of Irish-Catholic and Italian-American ancestry her formative years provided her with copious
exposure to matriarchal kinds of systems. Rebecca reflected,
My Great Aunts Annie and Grace, taught public school and middle school for 45 and 47
years respectively in Minneapolis, and neither married but they were sort of the
dowager’s. [My] Grandmother Fran, a five-foot-four inch dynamo worked—whether
economically required or not—outside the home and certainly raised the family. The
females in my family were forces to be reckoned with. Everyone was educated and I have
always had women in my family making a difference.
Rebecca looked to female role models who made a difference, and in turn, was inspired
by their resilience. People who experience transformative learning often develop a sense of
solidarity with like individuals. Rebecca’s exposure early on in her life to influential and
irrepressible women role models evokes a frame of reference that enabled her to be effectual
later on in her professional life.
A portion of Rebecca’s tenure in academia was spent working in the all-women’s college
she attended as an undergraduate student. It was then that she “noticed things differently” from
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when she was a scholar at that institution. Returning to work there, Rebecca was trying to be
more thoughtful about people. She engaged in employee development opportunities, and paid
more attention to how she would or could be a role model. Nonetheless, even within that
environment she noticed the boxing of individuals in what were characterized as “norms for
women.” It was working there that she formed a mentoring relationship with a female speech
communication faculty “who talked to me about ways that women take away from their power in
their language” stated Rebecca. She professed,
And to watch the ways that I did that, to watch the ways that others did that, to see ways
that people were punished or rewarded for different kinds of language. Who got to be
very, we might say kind of negatively stereotyped as forward, aggressive or whatever
kinds of stuff, how people pay attention to it. What I actually started to watch was more
frequently you were rewarded for that kind of proactive, almost aggressive language
style, even at [an all-women’s college]. You were very much negatively affected if you
did that detracting language.
I tried to be very thoughtful, even for feeling young, with nuns in the room who
had been my teachers—so age, authority, and they could send you to hell kinds of stuff—
but it was sort of like, nope, you put your big girl shoes on and it’s like, ‘No, here’s what
we’re going to do.’ And then I waited to be condemned and people were like, ‘OK.’ It
was a lens I looked through even in an environment [at an all-women’s college] which
would say they were all about the development of women.
While working in this all-female university, it was important for Rebecca to learn to
speak a new language. For her, these language games and the use of language were central to
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acceptance in this environment. The words chosen, what Mezirow (2002) would refer to as
originating from sociolinguistic habits of mind, were critical to how she was perceived by others.
One thing that really sticks with me from this experience, stated Rebecca, was “to
monitor how I characterized my contributions.” Where Rebecca might have previously
introduced her opinion with something like “Well, I’m not really sure, but I believe that…” to
“I think that…because…” was a conscious effort to pay attention to her language, even in an allfemale university. Rebecca stressed, “I certainly watched my use of pronouns to not default to he
when the gender was uncertain, and to use she instead.”
To this day, stated Rebecca, “I continue to be thoughtful about language in meetings, to
be sort of, here’s what I think and not to do the, well, I’m not really sure.” These experiences
demonstrate Rebecca’s leadership capacity through a real-time consciousness and intentionality
about language that is used and the assumptions beneath it.
Attending graduate school at a Jesuit Catholic university, as an associate hall director,
Rebecca “experienced for the first time the expectation that she should be a feeling person—
expected to pay attention to what people were feeling—which was very much not who I was.”
The director of residence life was male and the assistant director female. Rebecca stated,
Both expected me to be deeply concerned with [the] feelings of others. That I needed this
to be successful. According to my male hall director that I reported to, I was to sit at the
RA meetings and try to get a sense of how people were feeling. I looked at him, like, I
could give a rat’s [expletive] how they’re feeling. On the Myers-Briggs…T! TJ! Very
little PF in me—no. So that was very interesting as an experience. An ‘ah-ha’ moment for
me. For the first time it made me think about things in a different way [I] was not used to
thinking. Not in a sophisticated or nuanced way. Just something to think about. One of
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those moments for me where I just was like…it at least started helping me ask some
questions. That’s where I encountered professionally kind of the, ‘You want my role to
be feeling?’ ‘Yeah.’ ‘No, not so much.’ Now the assistant director of residence life,
[Laura], was very much of a mentor or role model. I didn’t go complaining about it but
processing it I was just like, ‘Just so you know, that’s not going to happen.’ And she was
like, ‘Yeah, we need to work on this.’
Rebecca felt the director was working to do his best, and she determined it was just
something they were going to work through. Never did Rebecca feel that she had to change who
she was. Rather she thought, “I’ll ponder that for a second—‘no’—that kind of thing.” Rebecca
elaborated,
I will say I took the challenge professionally, which is you need to develop your array of
things and if I was on this pathway, here is some feedback that you need to also be
thinking about; other skills and experiences. I would absolutely have said not my strong
suit, not my skill. It’s probably not my skill today. And we think about our preferences
for it, but important to be paying attention to it. So we caterwauled our way to a good
working relationship but I would say it was sort of those—‘whoa’—kinds of things that
got me thinking that where I had been, might not be how the world elsewhere was going
to be.
This narrative was representative of Rebecca’s epistemological preference to real world
knowledge versus an abstract conceptualization of it. Learning for Rebecca is more than analysis
and expressing disconnect. She has the ability to try new behaviors and test their efficacy.
Rebecca’s learning experiences that resulted from her time as an associate hall director
demonstrated her psychological habit of mind—an orienting predisposition and filter used for
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interpreting her experiences—which validated her emotional capabilities. Rebecca’s habit of
mind, which might be called ‘inquiring’, called in to question the world outside of her personal
experiences up until this time. Presenting the need for her to potentially change as a result of the
career path she had chosen.
Barriers. Reflecting on barriers for women, Rebecca stated, “there used to be an
organization in the Twin Cities—Women Sponsoring Women in Higher Ed—and that
organization doesn’t exist anymore.” Elaborating on this defunct organization, Rebecca
speculated,
One of the things I’d say on my pathway here is I felt/perceived/experienced more
intentionality around mentoring, networking, pathway creation by women for women. I
don’t see it, hear it, or participate in it now and so that’s an observation, I think, I make.
Is there some sense it’s not needed because we’ve got some number and that’s increased,
so done and done? Or is it we just quit doing it because younger women weren’t asking
for it, people felt that’s redundant, they kind of didn’t need it.
What I even think about here [Paulinus College]…are we thoughtful in the ways
as women leaders on campus, we are role modeling, we’re intentional, [but] what are we
doing with our emerging leaders? And this will come off as a potentially non-thoughtful
comment, but I think we have also been, appropriately so, very intentional about other
underrepresented groups that we may not have kept a focus on women. So what I love
that we’re doing here [Paulinus College] is [asking] where are our individuals of color,
where are our individuals from our LGBT community, how are we doing with individuals
representing the differently abled communities? And not to say that men have it all made
and easy-peasy for that group and not to say that women have it all made, but I would say
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probably in the last ten years, [there has been] much more shift in focus for other
underrepresented communities. Individuals of color, LGBT. Challenges for these groups
[are] even greater than challenges for women.
This narrative indicates Rebecca’s habit of mind central to women and leadership may
have shifted in recent years. She is able to discern that it is important to not lose sight of the
organizational challenges that women continue to face, however, has determined that persons of
color, members of the LGBT community, and other underrepresented groups face far greater
challenges, and in a way, diminishes in her mind the barriers that some populations of women
face.
Rebecca stressed that acknowledging barriers is important, but so too is not using them as
excuses. “We’re not always aware of all the helping hands of all the people who laid the
groundwork before we got there, but it’s there.” Rebecca challenged the popular metaphor about
pulling yourself up by your own bootstraps—stating you really don’t pull yourself up—instead
suggested “you need to think about where you got your boots.” It is important to acknowledge
that the road is uphill and there will be many obstacles in your path. But you acknowledge that,
and ask yourself what you are going to do given the goals you have set. Rebecca suggested,
Coming from a place of privilege it is important to identify with those instances and
stories coming from those individuals who do experience more barriers. Recognizing that
even when one has had privilege there have been instances and stories where you can
relate to individuals coming from stories with more and more barriers. A student helped
me to understand that you can have barriers as explanations for the difficulties, but no
reasons for not continuing to aspire—that is a choice—how you react to the difficulties.
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Yeah, it’s been a [expletive] sandwich, it’s been a crap sandwich and it’s been
uphill, and let’s pause and be crabby about that and complain and all this stuff, so then if
you still want to reach these things, what will it take to get there and what can we do to
work systematically to minimize these things for the next group?
It is evident Rebecca is able to focus first on her place of privilege, and to the extent that
the privilege afforded her as a “white” woman—a societal privilege—is vastly different from the
privilege afforded individuals of color and other underrepresented groups.
Transformative Leadership. I think it was Obama, stated Rebecca, who quoted
somebody which was, “When you get there, reach back.” Rebecca asserted, “I think some of the
things you’re running into is sometimes people get there and rest, and it’s like no, it’s time then
to think about where do you reach back. So if you got there, reach back.”
It is apparent that Rebecca is able to see both the bad and the good in her habit of mind
related to privilege. Reaching back, as described by Rebecca, is engaging with the positive side
of the privilege she has benefited from. She is also able to discern the opposite or negative side
of privilege which is known as polarity thinking. Although opposite in character, both sides
contribute to an inseparable whole (Manderscheid & Freeman, 2012).
According to Terry (2001), “because polarities cannot be resolved, because we cannot
dismiss one side or meld the two sides into something new and comprehensive, they can only be
managed” (p.350). For Rebecca this means she accepts the privilege afforded her, for she is
unable to choose otherwise, and therefore has come to terms with her privilege by harnessing it
to benefit those lacking her advantage.
A failure to reach back as described by Rebecca, “chronicles lingering difficulties with
what sociologists once labeled ‘Queen Bees:’ women who believe that they managed without
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special help, so why can’t everyone else?” (Rhode, 2003, p.13-14). These women, reiterated
Rhode, enjoy the special status that comes with being one of the few females at the top and are
willing to serve as confirmation that gender is no barrier to those who are capable.
Having reached an elevated leadership position in higher education, Rebecca spoke of
using some of her positional authority to give voice to individuals working with underrepresented populations. I would lay claim, stated Rebecca, to “helping individuals with content
knowledge, a position of being able to understand and be authentic around the student
experience, to bring those voices forward in a way that started to make change here at [Paulinus
College].”
Rebecca, questioned however, whether she would be as effective if she did not have the
positional authority—the privilege—that she does. Giving voice to underrepresented
populations, along with the creation of diverse work teams is important to her. Rebecca stated,
On my own I am brilliant, however, it’s a different array of humanity than necessarily
had been in various areas that has the potential to bring different lenses to the work that’s
only going to make it better. Groups with alternate opinions and different kinds of things
always do better. So you get the Lincoln Logs™ and you build your tower two feet tall,
and then you get your small group and you build a seven foot tower. Always takes longer,
always messier, always more complicated. But always better.
So I think what women in different leadership positions can be doing is bringing
their whole selves to it and their lived experiences. Many of them will have different
frameworks, many of them will be similar to lived experiences of other individuals in this
space, but different. Pain in the butt, takes longer group process, is always better. I bring
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that up every now and then—which is further, farther, faster by myself—but not
necessarily better.
Rebecca’s habit of mind related to successful leadership indicates her belief that success
most often results from a congealed team working collectively for the greater good. This habit of
mind is a significant indicator of her capacity for efficacious leadership.
Narrative Summary. Throughout the interview, on more than one occasion, Rebecca
spoke of coming from a place of privilege. This extending from her youth to her undergraduate
studies at an all-women’s college. She had the good fortune of strong female role models in her
family, coupled with mentoring relationships in her professional life. The examples Rebecca
shared in her narrative are indicative of her habit of mind about personal responsibility and
harnessing her privilege in positive ways. Seeking to systemically reduce impediments for
others.
Regardless of exposure to societal norms, stereotyping, and other barriers, never did
Rebecca feel the need to change, at her core, who she was. Her open-mindedness habit of mind
reveals an ability to look inward and self-reflect, and adjust her behaviors when required with
minimal deviation from her true self. It was clear that Rebecca has always been authentic in her
leadership. Not so arrogant that she failed to recognize that which was not her strong suit—being
a highly feeling person—but rather identifying and accepting this character trait.
Lastly, Rebecca’s intentionality habit of mind was distinguishable in her narrative,
several times in fact, when she spoke of deliberate behaviors as a role model, specific use of
language and its impact, and working to ensure diverse voices are ever present at the table.
Unquestionably revealed through her narrative are Rebecca’s calculated efforts to help those
individuals who have not enjoyed the privilege to which she contributes so much of her success.
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I am convinced the legacy Rebecca will leave behind, is that at every step of her career she has
always reached back.
Case 2: Margaret, executive vice president and provost. A forty-plus-year veteran in
higher education, Margaret stressed, “I’ve had the great good fortune to be working in a
women’s environment my entire career” here at St. Anita University. Margaret is a vehement
advocate for women’s education, with her decades’ tenure at St. Anita validating her passion.
Her years of higher education experience have included several leadership roles in both
academic and student affairs. A successful leader, Margaret has been recognized and formally
honored from several distinguished organizations on more than one occasion for her outstanding
contributions to higher education throughout her career.
Margaret was most recently honored by her employer as one of the individuals who had
made a significant impact on the development and success of St. Anita University throughout its
first 100 years. According to Margaret, “being at a women’s college and in a women’s
environment, we have to believe that as women are stronger, as women are more responsible for
the world, that we’ll be more responsible for a better world.” Her commitment through the years
to women-centric education and leadership development for women is profound. Margaret’s
willingness to contribute her time and story to this research is unquantifiable evidence of her
genuine character and allegiance to emergent women leaders in higher education.
Margaret’s predominant habits of mind identified through her story were accountability,
intentionality, and personal responsibility. These three predominant habits of mind influence
Margaret’s ability to make meaning and help her to understand the framework of her
experiences.
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Societal Norms. Margaret spoke of a kind of “self-policing of boundaries that we learn,
that women learn to do,” which perhaps is a message learned from the time we are young.
Margaret asserted, many women can relate to statements such as, “Don’t get too big for your
britches,” and “Don’t make waves.” According to Margaret,
People are going to think that you’re aggressive. Any of those pieces will come together
and all of that then kind of works into a self-narrative that says, I do want to be at the top,
I really do, but clearly unless someone else tells me I belong at the top, I shouldn’t do
that. So I think that we keep looking for [the top] and the top being wherever it is that
you’ve set that you’re going to feel successful. I think that we keep looking for always
the affirmation from the outside in order to believe it on the inside. We’re always judging
our insides by other people’s outsides. Typically men overrate their qualifications and the
efficacy of their experience, and typically women underrate it and tend to not value it at
the same level [as men].
Margaret indicated that women often hinder their own advancement through an ongoing
need to seek confirmation from others of their abilities. Resulting in women doubting their
capabilities and ensuing justification to aspire to lead. And while early on in her career Margaret
fell victim to this thought process, it is no longer important for her to receive affirmation of her
professional abilities from others as a means of validating her competence. Her habit of mind
shifted mid-career when she began to embrace her confidence and trust that regardless of the
opinions of others she knew that she was a capable leader.
Society, confirmed Margaret, depends on us [women] to be relational and collaborative.
These two characteristics, according to Margaret, are things that we really value about women
and women leaders. Margaret stated,
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We think that if we do other things like be very assertive that means we’re not relational.
So we’re not good at holding those paradoxes the way that men are. Now I just made a
stereotype out of all of it, I know that, and nobody fits all the generalizations but I think
that’s a big piece of it. I really do. Generalizations by society about the value we place on
[women] being relational, on collaboration, on consulting with one another. I think those
are pieces that men certainly could do but have never been given permission for. I think
that there are men that could do it, but they’re not socialized that way.
Margaret is able to identify that social norms contribute to what is believed to be
probable leadership behaviors for women and men in the workplace. Attributing causality to the
notion that women and men will enduringly have disparities in their approach to leadership.
Believing that we expect women to be relational and collaborative, but do not have those same
expectations from male leaders.
Informal and Transformative Learning Experiences. Margaret’s sister-in-law, who at
the time was working as an attorney in the trucking industry commented to her, “You just don’t
understand what it’s like to be in a room, make a comment, have absolutely no one listen to it”
and then shortly thereafter, some guy makes the same comment and he is heard and applauded
for his great idea. It was quite some time before I understood what my sister-in-law meant by
this, stated Margaret. She called to mind,
I was in my mid-thirties before I had such an experience. I was invited to participate in a
think-tank coordinated by [a private college association]. Forty of us flew to [the
seminar] for the day; there were 4-5 women and the rest of the participants were men. At
first I did not think about this. There is a kind of confidence that comes with living in this
all female environment all the time.
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I remember the exact experience. I said something like, ‘I think it would be worth
it…’ I have no idea what the topic was anymore but I remember the experience perfectly.
‘I think it would be worth it to think about this.’ And it was this great big huge thing with
like 45 people. But anyway, I thought it was a pretty good idea and nobody even…it
didn’t seem like anyone even nodded at me. And in less than 10 minutes, the guy two
people down from me said, ‘I think it would be a good idea if we tried this.’
What a great idea that was! I was stunned! When I told my [sister-in-law] about the
experience she goes, ‘That’s what I’m trying to tell you!’
This experience for Margaret, can be described as transformative learning as it relates to
epistemic cognition; learning which is “understood as the process of using a prior interpretation
to construe a new or revised interpretation of the meaning of one’s experience as a guide to
future action” (Mezirow, 2012, p.74). Margaret did not understand her sister-in-law’s ongoing
frustration with not being heard, until she too experienced the deafening silence in the wake of
her suggestion. Only to have the same idea heralded as brilliant a short time later when presented
by a male counterpart. Perhaps how her male colleague framed his suggestion differed slightly
from Margaret’s, suggesting the impact of language. Language use is a critical component of
how we are perceived by others. Does our language suggest confidence, or do our choice of
words portray an uncertain viewpoint?
Margaret shared a story about a learning experience while attending a professional work
shop. The facilitator spoke about power, stating, “Think about power as something that you just
have—you have a finite amount of it—and where will you use it or to who will you give it?” The
facilitator went on to challenge the audience with the statement, “Do you really want to give it to
anyone?” Margaret remembered,
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I walked away thinking if I let him intimidate me, I’ve just given away part of my finite
amount of my self-power. I’m going to keep that over here in a bank somewhere. I’m not
going to give it up. And pretty soon there’s a kind of…people back away and don’t…they
pick on the vulnerable, not on the strong.
One of the acuities that Margaret took away from this experience was that men do not
have the power that we do not give them. Margaret determined from that point forward that it
was important for her, and all women for that matter, to “look around and look where you’re
giving up your power” and “bank it rather than give it away,” she stated.
This experience by Margaret was a transformation in habit of mind which was epochal. A
sudden, dramatic, reorienting insight. Mezirow (2012), suggested that transformations of habit of
mind can be either epochal or incremental; with the latter of the two incorporating a progressive
sequence of transformations in associated points of view that culminate in a transformation in
habit of mind. Margaret’s point of view shifted almost immediately as a result of her selfreflection regarding personal power, demonstrating an alteration in her psychological habit of
mind.
If we revisit Margaret’s comment “…we have to believe that as women are stronger, as
women are more responsible for the world, that we’ll be more responsible for a better world” it
is evident this powerful statement is representative of the very core of transformative learning.
According to Christie, Carey, Robertson, and Grainger (2015, p.11-12),
The aim of transformative learning is to help individuals challenge the current
assumptions on which they act and, if they find them wanting, to change them. This
includes a mental shift as well as a behavioral one. The hope of transformative learning is
that better individuals build a better world.
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Margaret has experienced transformative learning through her meaning making
experiences. Confronted at times with situations that have caused her to reframe ingrained points
of view, formed predominantly from her individual experiences. Her length of service working
within a women’s college has had the unintentional consequence of delayed exposure, perhaps,
to transformative learning opportunities that other women may have experienced much earlier in
their careers.
Barriers. Margaret credits others for helping her to understand some of the barriers she
has faced might have been more pronounced from her vantage point than they needed to be. She
was at times cheered on by her colleagues to push beyond a perceived barrier. The barriers that
she has encountered in her tenure at St. Anita, asserted Margaret, are “nothing like I’ve seen my
colleagues in other institutions have—where they’re working with men—including the
institution where you [researcher] work.”
Margaret believes she has been afforded a great deal of privilege working in a women’s
college, stressing that for her any barriers to advanced leadership opportunities would come more
from her determining if she was up to the job. According to Margaret,
It really became more and more clear to me how lucky I have been and how most of the
barriers that were there would be more someone saying, ‘She doesn’t have the
credentials,’ and me believing that was a good enough reason to be held back. And being
lucky enough that someone else kept saying, ‘GO!’ When I applied to be the dean of
students, I was the director of housing, and I wanted the dean of student’s job and they
were doing a national search and I applied for it. I didn’t have a doctorate yet and they
were preferring a doctorate and the other three candidates had doctorates.
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I was in that kind of vein where I’m back to not being good enough and really
having to do a lot of thinking about throwing my marbles into this basket now. It was the
job I wanted to have, it was the place I wanted to be, I didn’t quite meet all the things,
could I really kind of pull up and pretend that I had the confidence to do it? So from that
perspective I had more of…I came up against more of those sorts of barriers. But again,
in the privilege of having women around me saying, ‘Go for it, go for it, go for it,’ I did,
and I got it. That was 1987. I think that, for me, the barriers have often been more about
assumptions being made about credentials, because I got my doctorate quite late, and
being in a provost position coming from a very unusual angle. It’s very seldom you find
somebody being the provost who comes out of student affairs.
A benefit of having worked in a female-majority environment, stated Margaret, has
provided me with the privilege of really getting to “find out what I was good at.” She confessed
there are areas in her professional career that she is not highly accomplished at, yet at St. Anita
she never had to feel apologetic for any deficiencies. Margaret stressed,
Any insecurities about lacking credentials it was always a male faculty face saying ‘she
doesn’t have the credentials’ and only about twenty percent of our faculty are male. At
faculty meetings the first people to speak and the dominating speakers are always the
men and again they’re only about twenty percent of the faculty here. And it may or may
not be a person I know, but it’s always male. Isn’t that something?
This narrative suggests that Margaret’s habit of mind regarding the achievement of an
advanced position of leadership is validated through confirmation from others of her leadership
abilities. A byproduct perhaps, from her frame of reference stemming from comments voiced by
male colleagues at her institution regarding her credentials and subsequent abilities. Female
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mentors and colleagues, however, were instrumental early on in her career in helping Margaret to
be resilient and persevere as she continued to move to higher levels of leadership.
Of the ten people who make up the president’s cabinet at St. Anita four are men, and of
the four vice presidents, two are men, specified Margaret. There are “men in the upper-upper
echelons” so it is not that St. Anita does not hire men. Margaret inferred, however,
There’s something about being in the majority that’s kind of empowering. And this I find
that when I go out to professional organizations or whatever, I forget. I’m now so
embedded in this, I forget that I should watch myself or that I shouldn’t say what…but
that also comes with forty years of experience as well.
During my conversation with Margaret around barriers, she expressed that aside from the
“occasional Queen Bee story, women really, truly, women are good about supporting each other,
they really are,” stated Margaret. She recollected a conversation with a graduate school colleague
when she was in her doctorate program. Margaret stated,
I think in generations behind us, in the generation right…I am older than you are, but
when I was in graduate school I was the same age as you are now, and I would talk to a
colleague about women who are one generation ahead of us, not really finding many
there that we thought was anybody who reached down and pulled us up. But thinking
about ourselves and women that we know at our level, most of us won’t put up with
somebody who is acting that way. It’s not okay not to support. We have to, it’s what we
have to do.
Margaret’s frame of reference which comes from the unique experiences that each person
has, derives predominantly from her entire professional career evolving in a primarily all-female
environment. She has no other organizational experiences to challenge her point of view.
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However, at the same time, she is a strong proponent of women supporting women even in an
all-female university where many women are represented in powerful leadership positions.
Margaret stressed that the message she has repeatedly heard, in particular outside of her
female-dominant organization when attending seminars, luncheons, and conferences, continues
to be the importance of women helping women. Part of being able to position yourself as a
woman who can and will help other women, is the need to “really get an idea of who you are and
what you have is honest,” stated Margaret. She went on to say,
And then you have to not hide it, don’t put your light under a bushel basket and don’t let
that go. I think all that is easier said than done except the part about what’s my
responsibility as a mentor to somebody else. So if there is a newer professional in your
office and you’re the supervisor for that office, what are you doing to help her see
qualities in herself that she might not yet know about, to get to be on a committee in this
institution, to have other people see what she’s good at, are you doing that? And as you
do that, I think…when I think about my own career, what I think about the people that
I’ve done that with, I feel like it helped me be better and more confident and ready for the
next piece more too. I’m not a Pollyanna, but I do think that that’s key in it.
To overcome barriers and challenges, Margaret suggested the importance of “forming
different alliances” and “not to be subversive,” but rather “truly to not let Jim be in any way,
shape, or form someone who can determine how you feel about yourself.” And part of that,
according to Margaret,
Is learning that it is okay to walk away. In situations where he is not going to get better,
he’s not going to learn, it’s not going to be good, you’re not going to win; you can also
walk away. And by the way, there is no defeat in walking away.
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When thinking about her role as a mentor, Margaret provided an example of a previous
experience where she told someone,
What just happened to you, you didn’t deserve. It isn’t fair. There might be something we
can do about it and on the other hand there might be something that you can just do about
it to work your way around and through it.
Margaret’s advice to this individual resulted from her frame of reference based upon her
own lived experiences. She validated for her mentee that what happened was both undeserved
and unfair. Challenging this individual to find a way to work through the experience, rather than
to be overcome by it; expressing Margaret’s intentionality habit of mind in her role of mentor
and leader.
Transformative Leadership. Margaret professed she had not thought about the impact
of her leadership development taking place in a women’s environment until she had been there
long enough to look back on it. When she was hired her immediate boss was a woman, the
president was a woman, 80% of the faculty were women, and the whole cabinet were women
except for the business manager. Margaret spoke of coming to St. Anita University as a young
professional, bringing with her experiences from two mentoring relationships. Both were men
who mentored her in her undergraduate and graduate work respectively, and to this day,
Margaret emphasized, “I still really care for and consider one of them being the best mentor I’ve
ever had in my life.” Margaret asserted,
In my very formative years which would be my mid-to-late twenties and in to my thirties,
as I was truly learning about being a leader, it never occurred to me that my voice didn’t
matter. I took for granted that all I needed to be at the table was competent.
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Margaret’s epistemic habit of mind, as defined by Mezirow (2012) as her source of
knowledge relative to a person’s level of professional competency, never considered or had
negatively experienced gender as a measurement of her capabilities.
The foundation for Margaret’s transformative leadership approach begins with a firm
belief and message that “women have to help women.” Stressing, stated Margaret, that this does
not mean “taking on a full mentoring responsibility, but really paying attention to women,
because it’s very easy for us to be paying attention just to men too.” It is the essence of her
approach to leadership to let others “stand in the sunshine.” Margaret emphasized the importance
of “paying attention to the times when as a leader you can actually set up an opportunity for
Jane, or Sally, or Michael to stand in the sunshine and be celebrated.” Margaret stressed,
It seems like over and over and over again the message is women have to help women. If
I’m up a rung from you, then it’s my responsibility as a woman to say, ‘You know, you’d
be really good at this, why don’t you come along with me, we can go to this meeting.’ So
I think a good leader does that; not only mentors but really promotes their people. I think
as leaders we really have a responsibility and an obligation to forever be looking at who
needs a hand, and what do you do with the privilege you’ve got?
Margaret truly believes the women “really do have a different focus overall on how to
make this planet better.” Not that women have to become mothers to think in this way, but
rather, stated Margaret, “From the day we’re born, we have always been conditioned to think
about taking care of someone else and men haven’t had that.” Margaret went on,
So I think we bring that to leadership in a way without even really thinking much about
it. If you have the privilege of being an educated woman, of which there are only 2% of
the women world-wide who have access to higher education; no matter how hard it is for
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you to get here, no matter how many sacrifices you’ve made, you now have the privilege
and with the privilege—absolutely go after your careers, do what you need to do—but
don’t think for a minute that it belongs to you alone. Don’t think that you don’t have an
incredible responsibility to others when you’ve had this kind of privilege.
Margaret stated that this message, “the incredible amount of responsibility to others that
comes with privilege,” is a message that they give to the students at St. Anita all the time. It is “a
message I feel like I try to give to the people who are working for me as well,” stressed,
Margaret. This belief and Margaret’s point of view around privilege is formidable and is central
to her approach to leadership.
Narrative Summary. It was clear throughout the interview that Margaret has both
recognized and appreciated the privilege she feels she has had the good fortune to experience for
the duration of her academic career. Humbled by the advanced leadership opportunities she has
been afforded, Margaret graciously continues to reach out to other female leaders in higher
education—inspiring and supporting them—for she finds it her obligation to be a champion in
advancing leadership opportunities for women. Her actions undeniably demonstrate her
accountability habit of mind and her resolve to ensure that women are always helping women.
This does not, however, imply that Margaret reserves her dedication to the development
of others to the female populace alone. As a leader, Margaret is constantly looking to identify the
strengths of others. Promoting and developing the leadership skills of whomever crosses her
path, be it female or male. Her intentionality habit of mind surfaces amidst her ongoing
promotion of the leadership potential in others.
Several times in the chronicle of Margaret’s leadership journey she spoke of her privilege
and the immense responsibility she feels to contribute to building a better world. This habit of
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mind could be described as a byproduct of her sense of privilege. It is profound. I found
Margaret’s enthusiastic and authentic leadership palpable, and those individuals who have
worked alongside her have been fortunate to be touched by her unpretentious character.
Case 3: Lisa, chief financial officer and vice president for finance and
administration. Lisa grew up in a household where her frame of reference relative to education
was that it was exceedingly important. According to Lisa, she grew up knowing that she could do
whatever she wanted to do. Crediting her mom with setting her mind at a career in finance—as a
controller—while she was still in high school. “I had that encouragement from my mom and the
environment I lived in,” stated Lisa.
During my conversation with her, Lisa spoke of the many years of work experience she
has had, and how during her professional career she has “seen a lot of progress because today’s
younger folks, men in particular, are more used to their mothers working, they’re more used to
women in leadership roles.” Lisa has achieved high levels of leadership in her academic career as
a result of not only her competence, but her determination as well. Lisa acknowledged, women
“have to overcompensate, we have to work harder, we have to be more diligent, we have to fight
for what we get” and “I don’t give up.”
Lisa’s strength of character and resolve are evident and validated in part through her
academic accomplishments. Lisa indicated she loves teaching, engaging people, “enriching their
lives and helping them—if they’re better, they serve better—it’s all about service.” Her academic
achievements in conjunction with her authentic approach to leadership make apparent Lisa truly
is an extraordinary female leader in higher education. Her eagerness and inclination to share her
story for this study further solidify her belief in the importance of education. She generously
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shared her narrative to contribute to the literature on women in leadership. Evidence of her belief
in the importance of making the world a better place.
Predominant habits of mind that surfaced in Lisa’s narrative were equality,
determination, intentionality, and personal responsibility. Her story is grounded in determination
and when coupled with her strong sense of equality, clearly demonstrate how she makes meaning
as she continues to develop as an efficacious leader in higher education.
Societal Norms. Her father, born in 1915, stated Lisa, “actually did the dishes…he had
been single for a while, I have two half-sisters.” Her father was a single dad who took care of the
girls, creating “a very different outlook on the world in terms of life,” indicated Lisa. Growing
up in Chicago at a very racially charged time historically, Lisa asserted, her father was also a
man who believed, “Everybody was equal, everybody deserved a chance and stuff, at all I guess,
that the opportunities allowed for; education, the rights, the equality. So that sort of informed my
growing up too.”
Lisa began her professional career at a church she attended in her youth which was
founded by a woman. She talked about her work experiences at the church. Lisa stated,
I actually did not know about male chauvinism, I didn’t know about any of this until
years and years later. If I had been, perhaps, in the Catholic Church where it’s more
male-dominated, male-structured. Our church was such that when I grew up the leader in
the church was always a male and a female who read together. It was founded by a
woman, there wasn’t a male-dominated environment at all. So that was how I grew up.
Lisa’s frame of reference and her ensuing point of view for how the world should be, was
born from the example of her father’s ease at assuming household chores typically managed by a
woman. Her father also stressed the right to fairness and equal opportunity for all humanity. Her
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father modeled equality, firmly planting this habit of mind in his daughter that Lisa has yet to
abandon.
Lisa took a job in legal services after working at the church. It was in Chicago, Illinois, in
poverty law. She worked alongside highly educated attorneys who were there in legal services to
work and serve the underserved of Chicago. According to Lisa,
Women, men, they were equal. You didn’t feel any disparaging things against the
women. And we had lots of minorities there, because we were serving minorities. So it
was just a very healthy environment and I was sort of lucky actually to be in that
environment because it wasn’t necessarily the way of the world.
These early experiences for Lisa had not yet thrust her in to a disorienting dilemma, and
according to Christie et.al (2015), “transformation rarely occurs unless the individual is
convinced it is necessary” (p.17). Lisa’s habit of mind at this juncture in both her personal and
professional life, was that women and men were equal. It would be later in her career when she
would experience disorienting dilemmas that would trigger new frames of reference; ultimately
impacting and shifting her habits of mind.
Lisa eventually found her way to a position in higher education at a university in
Chicago, Illinois. This institution was founded in 1945 when there were quota systems in higher
education that only allowed so many Blacks, and so many Jews, to be in colleges. This particular
university pulled away for another institution at that time and founded their own college that
would allow anybody to attend with no focus on an allocation system.
Her boss was male, described by Lisa, as “a very intelligent, hard-working guy.” Lisa
indicated that her boss treated her sort of like a daughter, not like a professional. As Lisa
described it,
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He treated me in a way that was sort of…he did not mentor me, he did not grow me. I had
to work for everything I got. He was very hard on me, unlike the other associate that I
worked with who was a young man who was supported, promoted, sort of mentored by
my boss, but not me. I remember though, I did have a lot of opportunities because I
pushed really hard. I wanted a promotion. I had to go out and get a job offer from another
institution—actually two at the same time—in order to get the job I wanted at [this
university]. I had to work and push.
I remember sitting on the investment committee of the board in terms of helping
my boss with the agenda and the materials. I remember one of the members of the
committee saying to me, ‘So what’s a nice girl like you doing in a place like this?’ This
gentleman was probably like 90-years-old at the time, but I was the only lady in the room
with all these guys and it’s just amazing. Even today here at [McKnight College], we
have a lot of women in leadership, but not on the board.
Lisa had not faced the need to work harder than her male colleagues in prior
organizations. It quickly became evident to her that if she was going to earn a promotion, not
only would she work harder to prove her worth, she would accept a job offer from another
organization in order to align her pace for promotion with that of her male colleague. Her habit
of mind relative to gender equality was challenged. Lisa’s experiences working for this
university in Chicago exposed her to gender bias for perhaps the first time in her professional
career.
Lisa shared another experience from one of the prior institutions of higher education that
she had worked for. She was being considered for the CFO position there, and the president, a
female, told Lisa, “The issue will be having a woman president and a woman CFO and how will
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we be able to manage that with the board?” Many on the board at this institution were long-time
board members who were men, because they did not have term limits. Lisa detailed the
exchange, averring,
I thought what a strange question, ‘How are we going to be able to manage that?’ The
president said to me, ‘So I’m a woman president and if I hire a woman CFO, then how is
that going to work? It’s bad enough being a woman president but then adding a [female]
CFO.’ She [the president] knew the reality of the work, and playing the game, so to
speak.
This experience, stated Lisa, took place within the past five years, and “I know in her
conversations with the board, that she did not have children, and was not married.” Lisa
explained,
And that affected her salary because they [the board] said with her compensation I should
say, compensation, because she heard from them that had she had children then they
would think of the retirement benefit more diligently, differently, enrich it. But she
doesn’t have children so who is she leaving her money to. It’s a non-issue. And that
was…she was told that [just] five years ago. That’s current.
It was becoming clear that Lisa’s experiences in organizations of higher education
challenged her previous frames of reference and habits of mind concerning women and
leadership. Until that time it had not occurred to her that gender might impact the progression of
her career.
Informal and Transformative Learning Experiences. Lisa revealed that she learns as
much as she possibly can from her experiences, and then she moves on. Early on in her career
while working in legal services in Chicago, Lisa remembers,
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My boss in legal services saying to me one time, because I was a little bit judgmental, I
think it’s just hard not to be—or critical, overly critical—I remember him saying
something to me that made me realize until I walk in their shoes, I don’t know.
I remember reading the book Black Power, I think his last name is Alexander. He was on
the board at a university, it [the topic] was about the 1970’s. That was very interesting to
me because of the racism in Chicago and trying to be more mindful that we don’t know
we live in a white world.
And so in the Ph.D. program there was a course and it does talk about what a
Black person goes through in their life in terms of the learning and the anger that they
have against white people and how that’s a natural progression until they work out of
that. Because it is a white world and we shouldn’t fool ourselves that it’s not. And trying
to be more mindful of that, I think that was very helpful.
This narrative established Lisa’s ability to self-reflect and is indicative of her emotional
capacity to change. Her habits of mind informing her sense of equality and responsibility
demonstrate Lisa’s willingness to acknowledge her place of privilege—altering her point of view
regarding what it means to be a person of color—in a world dominated by white privilege.
Lisa faced a similar learning experience when she was working at a university in
Illinois after her time in legal services in Chicago. There was a moment she remembered vividly
at a meeting in the board room. Lisa recalled the experience, saying,
Of course, I grew up in a Christian background so the do unto others as you would have
them do unto you—golden rule—at that meeting one of the fellows said he doesn’t
believe in that because you don’t know what that person wants you to do to them.
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Do unto others as you would have them do unto you, but that means that what you would
want them to do to you, you’re doing to them, and [that makes it] right. Don’t assume
that. It’s an assumption that is not necessarily true. I would think you’d want this, but I
don’t know that. And he said to me, ‘Don’t do that.’
Lisa’s ability to look inward around her understanding of the needs of others, originating
from what Mezirow (2002) would refer to as the epistemological habit of mind, demonstrated
her capacity to question her prior source of knowledge. Her frame of reference and point of view
up to that time had been informed by her Christian upbringing and background.
This example led Lisa to share a more current story relative to recognizing our biases, “in
terms of your understanding and you think you’re better than you are and this is shocking,”
remarked Lisa. The biases that individuals have, which we believe we do not possess, is just
amazing. Lisa stated,
We had training with our diversity officer, which was quite interesting, she goes, ‘Color
blind?’ Forget it. If someone tells you they’re color blind they’re lying.’ And she put two
pictures up on the screen of two actresses, very famous actresses. One is Black and one is
white, and they looked actually similar in terms of the size and shape of their face, short
hair, very pretty. She goes, ‘Look at those two women, tell me you don’t see different
colors there. You’re not color blind. We see Black, we see white.’ You immediately see
the difference in color. And she goes, ‘If people say they’re color blind they’re lying to
you.’ But it’s like, wow!
Lisa asserted that our unconscious bias is something that women really have to watch
when we are interacting with men. Meaning, stated Lisa,
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If they’re treating us differently or not, it’s like I cut them slack. They don’t know better,
but you can, in a safe way, talk to them if you need to and say, ‘Look, this is me and this
is how I’m taking this.’
This statement by Lisa makes clear her habits of mind grounded in her Christian
upbringing, and perhaps infiltrated with her female tendency to nurture and to teach, is an
example of how ingrained and well-rehearsed habits of mind can become. While it is clear
throughout Lisa’s narrative of the importance of equality and gender equity, her sense of
understanding displaces the demand that men should be held fully accountable for their actions.
Barriers. Lisa is not originally from the metropolitan area where she is currently
employed. Recently she experienced a personal situation outside of work which made it difficult
for her to oversee her two young children. It was a challenging situation with demands at home
and in the office, and not being from the area, she did not have a support network to help her. I
remember, stated Lisa, the finance chair saying to me, “Lisa, you need to work on your
network.” Lisa recalled,
My husband was in the hospital with a serious illness and I did not know if he was going
to recover and the chair says to me, ‘You need to work on your network?’ Would he have
said that if I were a guy? Hmmm, I don’t think so. I truly don’t think so. And we are
having a hard time finding women to get on the audit committee, the finance
committee—they’re very few and far between—so we still have to work on that. Not to
mention minorities; we’re just getting white women to the table, right? [For black
women] it is even worse. Which is unfortunate.
Lisa made meaning from this experience through her sociolinguistic habit of mind;
drawing from social norms and what she determined to be expectations leveled at her during this
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difficult time in her personal life, which a male colleague would probably not have encountered.
Conceivably the finance chair made the assumption that if Lisa had been a male there certainly
would have been a female who could assume the responsibilities at home in her absence.
Here at McKnight College, asserted Lisa, “I have a hard time being heard compared to
the guys.” Lisa spoke of her tendency to be very creative, and to make fun and light of the work,
“because it’s very hard work.” According to Lisa,
So what I think happens is the guys don’t do that. So then it sort of diminishes my value,
in a way. This past year and managing some of the finance committee meetings, I
was…some of the guys are very familiar with me and really nice and they joke with me
which is just the way it is. I like to have fun and engage people and they open up and
become themselves with me. But it’s a finance committee, so you have to be formal. So
I’m like, ‘Oh, shoo.’ And then my boss is like, ‘What are you doing?’
So then the next meeting I’m like, okay; I wear my suit and I’ll just be real formal
and try not to joke with anybody who tries to joke with me, to have fun. So I have to sort
of manage the creativity piece with making sure that they’re receiving the finance person
they hired. Or like I did at the last meeting. I brought in external guys, all guys, to talk
about a topic because I knew that they would be perceived as the experts and they were
guys, and I sort of did that intentionally.
Lisa was able to recognize the impact of sociolinguistics in her interactions with male
colleagues. Meaning is conveyed through language. This narrative revealed that Lisa shifted her
habit of mind around language use. Changing her behaviors and use of language in order to be
respected by her male boss and masculine contemporaries.
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Research relative to women and leadership has, at times, informed us of the need for
women to play the game. Lisa confirmed, if I have to play the game, “If I have to do it, I have
to—I will—but I’m pretty tough. They won’t mess with me.” My hope would be, stated Lisa,
The future generations have it easier and I’m sure they will. But where their [women’s]
interests are I don’t know. Young women, do they want to be CFO’s? Maybe some, but
you have to put up with a lot of stuff. [Maybe to some women] it’s just not worth it. So
it’s all very interesting. There are more CFO women than there were, I think. What is it in
higher education, isn’t it as high as 40%? That’s huge.
A barrier in higher education that Lisa spoke of from personal experience, is around
women helping women. She has not experienced this in all of her academic career. When she
hears of others saying they have mentors, “I’m like, lucky you, and there are lots of people who
had mentors, I just didn’t,” stated Lisa. She has, however, benefited from strong role models in
her youth, and has always had support from her family, and for Lisa, that made the difference.
Lisa recommended,
I’d say focus on education. You need to make sure your value is supported by your
education, your credentials, and your experience. That you’re working hard, striving to be
the best you can be. Invest in yourself, right? Because that will give you the confidence
because you know what you’re doing, you need to be in an environment that’s conducive
to who you are. You may not have a mentor but you want to have support, you want to be
appreciated for your work so seek an opportunity that values you as you are; that you feel
dedicated to serving. Have a support network too. You maybe don’t have a mentor but
you have your colleagues, your friends, people that believe in you. That helps. Don’t give
up…don’t give up.
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Lisa shared another story. It was a number of years ago, stated Lisa, that she put her own
spin on the then popular What Would Jesus Do? (WWJD) bracelet’s that adorned many wrists.
She thought of what it might be like to instead have a WWMD—What Would Men Do—bracelet
because at the time, stated Lisa, “I was always falling into the female role so that actually
diminishes you in front of men.” Lisa shared, “It’s like oh, she’s a woman. Oh, she’s
laughing…it’s like what would men do?” Lisa remarked,
I’d go home and ask my husband, ‘Honey this is what happened, what you think?’ and I
would bounce things off of my husband or male colleagues to try to get their feedback so
I could be better. Acting better or being more male at work to succeed. My husband
would be like, ‘Don’t worry about that.’ I go, ‘No?’ He goes, ‘Men wouldn’t think twice
about it.’ What?
Lisa learned through her What Would Men Do (WWMD) bracelet metaphor that much of
what she worried about in her professional life were issues or concerns that her male colleagues,
and husband, would discard as not important, and thus they were able to just “let it go,”
remarked Lisa. Women are forced to pay much closer attention to the small nuances in the
workplace, making it more difficult to “let it go.” Women “have to be male, but if we’re too
male then we’re a…not very nice word…but guys are assertive and we’re not,” stated Lisa.
Lisa’s habit of mind indicated the need to “play the game” to be taken seriously. Her
sociolinguistic habit of mind has shifted during her career in higher education as it has become
increasingly evident of the need for her to play language games in order to be heard by her male
colleagues.
Transformative Leadership. On an individual level, Lisa has been working in not-forprofits basically her whole life; the church, legal services, and education. It is in this domain,
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stated Lisa, “[where] compensation is based on motivation and engagement with the mission and
values, you’re being part of something bigger.” It is an environment where you are not
necessarily engaged in the work due to opportunities for bonuses or salary increases, or a career
ladder, stated Lisa. She described her professional career and leadership as,
[Having] always been committed to my teams in terms of enriching their lives, making
them feel like their day was spent doing valuable work. That at night when they go home
they felt like they made a difference because that I think, resonates with people who we
want working in higher education today. And how do you motivate people? Really
through inspiring them to be better, to do better. I’m always pushing people really high. I
have really high expectations of myself and for my teams, but I do that because, and it
actually is very true, when you set high expectations and you have the team mentality that
we’re doing this together, that it’s better together.
Lisa described the satisfaction she feels when her team accomplishes a stretch goal and
how when you succeed, “it’s just like winning a tournament or a championship…it’s just really
exciting…you did it together…and it makes a difference.” Lisa stated that she could share lots of
stories about elevating an individual and encouraging them to take on more than they thought
possible. One particular story that she chose to share involved bringing in-house, to a member of
her team, a process and responsibility that was previously handled by an outside entity.
According to Lisa,
[This] was a wonderful opportunity for her to really step up and she was like, ‘How in the
world am I going to do this?’ But what happened is she was able to work through that
with me, allowing me to give her ideas because I truly believed that she would actually
take the work and improve it. She had to, though, during this project and this transition
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prove to her peers that she could do it. I knew she had the skills, I knew she had the
capacity to do more, even though she was full-time and maxed out. If you can energize
someone in a direction that’s really going to take them and they’re just going to run with
it…but you have to be able to identify what that looks like and who that is.
For Lisa, this is all about elevating why we’re doing things—it’s about the purpose—it’s
not about the work. It is not about the distractions of this deadline or that deadline, stated Lisa, it
is about “what are we trying to do here.” Lisa believes that one of the special contributions that
women bring to leadership is something that females learn from a very young age. For many
women their habit of mind and frame of reference comes from lessons learned very early on.
Lisa suggested,
I think we are trained from little on up to being nurturers and perhaps it’s even hardwired,
we like our dollies when we’re little compared to our trucks, so we’re nurturers just
by…it happens in scholarly studies, that we care, that we look at the whole person, that
we’re more in tune with how people are feeling or how they’re doing or how their home
life may affect their work life. I think those are important qualities to helping someone do
really great work because home or personal things can affect their wellbeing. We
[women] still take charge, but we don’t forget about the care piece, which I think makes
the difference.
The attitude and the beliefs expressed by Lisa in her narrative are representative of two of
her predominant habits of mind; equality and intentionality. Her actions as a leader are grounded
in habits of mind that Lisa acquired very early on in life by the societal norms she experienced in
her upbringing.
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Narrative Summary. Lisa’s mother instilled in her early on the belief that she could
accomplish whatever it was that she set her mind to, never suggesting that her gender would be a
barrier. Determination was a habit of mind that Lisa accepted as the norm from the time she was
very young. For her, determination is the means to an end in accomplishing the goals she sets.
Lisa is a leader who at her very core believes that we should continuously explore
opportunities to elevate the work that we do to a higher level. She indicated how fortunate both
of us [the researcher and her] are to be working in a place that we can feel really good about—
that makes a difference—today and for the future. Lisa reflected on having the religious
foundation of the Christian church as something that is bigger than who we are individually. For
her that is very important and a wonderful place to contribute her talents and passion to. Lisa
stated, “It gives us a grounding to really do our best work.”
When pressed to define how she and other successful women leaders break down barriers
and overcome challenges, Lisa indicated for her it has been hard work, grit, and determination.
Lisa will not be derailed and is clearly passionate about making a difference as evidenced in her
intentionality and equality habits of mind. According to Lisa, “I have big plans.”
Case 4: Susan, president. To say that Susan had accomplished a great deal in her
professional career prior to her current role as a university president would be a flagrant
understatement. Her vitae consists of experience, publications, and academic honors and awards
through the years, too numerous to mention. She has been described by her institution as an
innovative academic leader with a purpose. A visionary who is fully aware of “the needs of an
ever changing and more complex world.”
I found her to be unpretentious, and at the same time could sense a fierce tenacity;
immediately recognizing that her competence to lead her institution was profound. Early on in
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the interview Susan indicated, “I have never felt that I couldn’t be a department chair, or a dean,
or a provost, or a president because I was a woman.” Susan’s achievements and strength of
leadership in higher education substantiate her assertion that gender has never prevented her
from accomplishing her goals.
Her willingness to share her story for this study to contribute to the literature on women
in leadership demonstrates her humble spirit and corroborates her strength as a remarkable
female leader in higher education. Susan is the first woman and the first lay person to serve as
the president of her university. Her narrative revealed how she stepped up to a university
presidency with confidence, and more importantly, with purpose.
Susan’s story will make evident that her predominant habits of mind, guiding her in
meaning making, are open-mindedness, personal responsibility, intentionality, and
accountability. She is a visionary leader whose habits of mind lend themselves to her ability to
envisage possibilities of what might be.
Societal Norms. One societal norm that Susan felt women have progressed
dramatically—but still need to pay more attention to than men—is in the way they dress. And
perhaps, stated Susan, this is more generational than it is about gender. Susan expressed,
This has come a long, long way, though. So the way I used to dress in my first jobs, oh it
was a skirt, a blazer, a cotton button-up; almost a men’s dress shirt. I was dressed like a
man. The little thing, like a little floweret thing that you clipped around your neck. And
then don’t wear mascara. It’s okay if you have a little bit of eye shadow on. So it was
kind of don’t look like a girl. I think you can…it’s not that anymore, but you still…I
think women have to be more conscious of looking professional in the work setting.
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Susan understood the need to conform to a more masculine form of work attire early on
in her career. Her frame of reference at that time derived from the way women were expected to
dress in the workplace. Her current point of view, however, stated Susan,
I think you can look like a female now at work, you don’t have to dress like a man. It’s
okay to put some mascara on. But I do think dressing professionally is much more
negative for a woman than a man. You [women] have to pay attention to it. And so I
think women because there’s much more variability in our dress, it’s more of an issue for
women. It is something we need to pay attention to.
Informal and Transformative Learning Experiences. Susan spoke of the enormous
influence that her grandmother had on her when she was growing up. She spent a great deal of
time with her grandmother who modeled a strong work ethic for her granddaughter. Susan
indicated,
As I was growing up my grandmother had a very big influence on my life. My
grandmother was a single person from the time I was born through her life, and she was
an entrepreneur. She ran her own business and I stayed with her all the time and she
always told me you can do anything you want to do, you just have to work hard at it.
These early years for Susan would have been in the 1960’s and 1970’s when the domain
of business and entrepreneurship was exceedingly male dominated. Susan indicated, however,
that from her point of view, “I kind of came into it believing that women can succeed.” Her
grandmother modeled hard work, determination, and self-confidence through her entrepreneurial
spirit. Thus providing Susan with a habit of mind very early on that women are able to
accomplish whatever they set their minds to.
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Susan believes “we’re all products of our environments” so she does not credit her
success in higher education exclusively to the many successful women in positions of leadership
she has worked alongside. Rather her point of view relative to high achieving women was
established as a result of the behaviors modeled by her grandmother when Susan was young and
throughout her life.
Susan believes “it is true in any leadership position, your academic accomplishments
gave you some knowledge, some skill sets, some expertise that got you into an organization and
into a function.” Of conceivably far greater importance is the opportunity to compliment a
formal degree with informal learning experiences. Susan stated,
As you learn and grow and your span of responsibility increases, that [formal] knowledge
is less and less a piece of your job. My accounting background is not a very big piece of
my job today, but that’s okay. It’s always been important to me to continue to learn and
grow. In fact, I think if you get to the point where you stop learning and growing, you’re
not going to be as effective.
Susan’s commitment to lifelong learning demonstrates her accountability and
intentionality habits of mind. Stemming from the psychological habit of mind revealing an
individual’s self-concept, Susan has the ability to recognize her need for continued growth and
the ability to take concrete steps to learn.
Susan shared a story of “one of the pivotal times in [her] leadership career” where she
discovered that her attention to detail and her organization skills might not be enough. She is
highly organized and has always had the ability to “break big things down into small pieces and
delegate tasks” to make all the pieces work. What Susan began to realize was that she was
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working for a leader who did not have the organizational skill set she possessed, “but he was
really visionary, he was the idea person,” she stated. Susan recalled,
He just always was thinking about something new and could care less about the details.
And I thought, you know I will always have to care some about the details, that’s just
kind of who I am. Working for someone that I saw had this trait that I saw was really
exciting and important, and knowing that I wanted to do that.
It was after this revelation that Susan had the opportunity to take a leadership assessment
that would move her to serious consideration of the need to become a visionary leader. It was
approximately 15 years in to her career when Susan took part in a three-sixty leadership
assessment. Her three-sixty assessment score came back as “very strong on everything except
some of the vision and the new ideas, and that’s kind of how I assessed myself” Susan recalled,
contemplating,
You know, I’m going to work on this. So that was probably about maybe that was 2000
or 2001, I’m going to say 2000, so 17 years into my career. So 10 years later, I’m now a
provost…and our president wants all of her leadership team to do a 360, it wasn’t quite as
extensive, and then meet with a leadership trainer and everything. So I did it.
My strongest point—visionary, ideas. So when the guy came to go over my
results with me, I said, ‘Well you have to put this in context, I’ve been working 10 years
on this!’ It was pretty funny. So I think you have to understand all the pieces and you
have to know where your natural strengths are. You don't want to lose your natural
strengths, that’s good that you have some, but then you have to think what are the things
that aren’t your natural strength? And how do you develop them and then work to do that
so you can be more of a full package leader.
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Susan was able to critically self-reflect and her habit of mind and resulting point of view
shifted once she recognized that successful leadership for her meant acquiring a visionary
mindset. This narrative was representative of Susan’s psychological habit of mind and the ability
to learn and her capacity to try new behaviors and test their efficacy.
Barriers. Susan had female role models at the beginning of her career. She knew female
presidents in higher education early on. According to Susan, “I have not really thought of gender
being that much of a barrier, particularly in rising internally within the organization.” Her belief
is that “women probably have risen to leadership positions in the not-for-profit sector more
quickly than they have in the for-profit sector.” Higher education, she posited, are institutions
“where it is easier to be a CEO than it might be in a Fortune 100 or Fortune 500 company.”
Where Susan has thought of barriers, somewhat, for women in higher education are in
terms of responsibilities in the organization becoming more external facing the higher the
position resides in the institution. Susan elaborated,
Particularly as president, a lot of your responsibilities are raising money, interacting with
alumni, interacting with the board. And some of those constituents can be very male
dominated, particularly donors and the board. There you get into that traditional, I think,
stereotypes of, ‘Well I don’t play golf so I can’t take them out on the golf course’ or, ‘I’m
a woman so I’m not going to ask some man to go out for a drink after work.’ I would feel
kind of awkward.
Susan is able to discern there are activities that are traditionally male and rather than to
endeavor to take part in them to navigate her role and responsibilities, she has pursued other
avenues for successfully engaging in the external facing responsibilities that come with a college
presidency. Susan stressed, “Some of those stereotypes and assumptions start playing out in
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some of that, but I never felt that I couldn’t be a department chair, or a dean, or a provost, or a
president because I was a woman.”
Barriers, or lack thereof in Susan’s narrative, are indicative of the habits of mind she
established early on in life through her relationship with her grandmother. Susan stated, she has
“always worked really hard anyway” and had not thought that she was required to work harder
because she is a woman. In addition to her higher education responsibilities she has served on
several corporate boards. Susan called to mind,
I have been on…let’s see, two of the four boards I have been on I was the only woman.
And again, I just didn’t think about it [being female]. I just kind of decided you’re not
supposed to think about it, it’s not relevant to the situation.
Susan shared, what she described as a “funny story,” with an experience that she had with
the search committee at her institution when she was interviewing for the presidential opening. If
hired for the position, Susan would be not only the first lay person serving as president, she
would also be the first woman. Susan described the search committee as,
Mostly trustees, although there were, I think, two women…no three, there were two
female professors and then the one staff person on the committee was a woman. But the
trustees were mostly male, two females but mostly male, and I kept asking them what
will be the challenge coming here as the first lay president. What will the challenges be,
and what will I need to do to make this work? How do I navigate this?
Susan recalled not getting what she felt was a good answer to this question, “so I kept
asking and kept asking.” She indicated there was a very senior woman on the search committee;
a federal court judge. A woman now in her 80’s, stated Susan, and a woman who “certainly
ascended into a point in her legal career that very few women her age ever did.” There came a
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point where Susan had finally asked her question enough, and at last received her answer from
one of the few women on the search committee, the federal judge. Susan stated,
So she finally, she’s a very frail person, she kind of put her fist on the table [and said],
‘But you haven’t even asked about being the first woman!” [I hadn’t asked] because that
wasn’t that relevant to me. I had worked with female presidents and I figured if they
could get over that I wasn’t a priest, the woman thing would be [nothing].
Susan’s account of her exchange between the search committee and herself during her
interview is expressive of the intensity of her habit of mind central to women and leadership. Her
belief that gender is not a variable in what one achieves, was unwavering. She had yet to
experience a disorienting dilemma to challenge her existing frame of reference.
The conversation around barriers concluded with Susan speaking about a barrier that
women themselves create and it brought to mind a statement that I heard her make in the past. It
was at a conference I was attending, and Susan spoke to the audience, stating, “Do not be afraid
to take chances. You can’t predict the road, and you’ve got to take chances.” Not taking chances
is a self-actualized barrier, according to Susan. She indicated,
Women are more like that [they are unwilling to take chances]. There is a lot of research,
which I’m sure you’re more familiar with than I, though, that women don’t pursue things
unless they’re really over prepared for them, whereas men pursue things they are
underprepared for. That is a barrier.
Transformative Leadership. Lisa has held several leadership positions within higher
education that traditionally had been male dominated. It was, however, upon becoming the first
female president in the 128-year history of her institution that caused her to take pause and
reflect on just what that meant. And not so much for herself, as her story is symbolic of
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competency and conviction that had already afforded her positions of elevated leadership in
higher education. Susan shared,
But then when I came here, I stopped to reflect more because there were a number of
women faculty, staff, and students who would stop me and say how important it was to
them to see a woman in this role because of their experience, unlike mine, they hadn’t
seen a number of female presidents. And particularly at this institution with its all-male
history and only having a priest. So I started thinking about it more, reflecting on it more
then, thinking more about the responsibility it brings if you’re in this position to make
sure that women who maybe haven’t seen that, that you’re reaching out to them and
trying to be a good role model for them. And how important that is because you just kind
of take it for granted, and it wasn’t different to me. So it makes you think about it more
and reflect on it more.
Turning inward to critically self-reflect, corroborates that even though Susan’s habit of
mind regarding the achievement of a presidential position by a woman in higher education is
firm and unwavering based on her prior experiences, she is able to identify that other women
have not had similar opportunities. Their point of view is quite different and she does not
discount this, but rather, develops an understanding of the importance in being a good role model
for other women in higher education.
Susan clearly does not think in terms of gender. She stressed the importance of having
both genders at the table, and indicated that when she thinks about leadership,
I think about my own leadership and as I hire a leadership team and recruit, I think it’s
important to have a gender balance. I think it’s important to have men and women at the
table. I wouldn’t want all of my leadership to be women, I wouldn’t want them all to be
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men. I think it’s important that there’s some variation so you get different perspectives.
We all have things to bring to the table.
Susan’s comments on the subject of diversity in leadership speak to her openmindedness and her accountability habits of mind. Her predominant habits of mind certainly lend
themselves to her ability to lead. Leadership is about vision, it is about trying to get somewhere,
stated Susan. “I think it is about being future oriented, being visionary, being aspirational
because you have to want to be better than you are, and you have to realize that that requires
change. You have to share your vision with excitement and enthusiasm”, stated Susan, who
emphasized,
Enthusiasm is contagious. I think it’s really…I have seen some leaders who have other
skills, but they were pessimistic by nature. I think it’s really hard to be a transformational
leader if you’re pessimistic by nature. I think you have to be optimistic and you have to
be able to exude that and share that in a way that people can embrace it. And then I think
you have to communicate more than you might be inclined to because it seems to you
that you’ve said this a million times, but still probably most of your organization hasn’t
heard it. And so you have to be able to communicate more.
Transformational leadership theory emphasizes intrinsic motivation and follower
development. According to Northouse (2013), transformational leadership is concerned with
emotions, values, ethics, and long-term goals. Followership suggests that a leader must be well
liked. Susan, however, shared her point of view in how you can limit your effectiveness if your
focus on followers becomes too important. Susan explained,
At some point you realize the goal is not for everybody to like you, even though you
would love that—we all would love for everybody to like us—but that’s really not the
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goal. If you think that’s your goal, if you have this sense of insecurity that you really
need people to like you, you can’t be a very effective leader.
Susan explained that she experienced a lack of popularity the more demanding her
leadership roles became. Early on, in her thirties, she did not have such demanding leadership
positions. She “could do her job pretty well and everybody really liked me,” she detailed.
Eventually, stated Susan,
Your job gets bigger and bigger and bigger, [and] you eventually have to accept, ‘You
know that can’t be.’ If that’s so important to me that everybody has to always like me all
the time, then there’s a limit to what I can do because after a while that can’t always be
the case. You want everybody to think that you’re honest and you’re fair and those kind
of things, but if you crave that kind of popularity…you’re going to be really limited.
Susan shared that she realized this when she was about forty-years-old, and stated, “It
was probably part just growing up, part just caught me more as adult, but I had a colleague who
craved [being liked] and he just couldn’t stand it if everybody didn’t like him.” Susan observed
how this impacted him and determined he was not as effective as he could be. According to her,
He was effective at some things but it limited his overall effectiveness because it was
just…he was too driven by that. You can’t be consistent if you want everybody to like
you, and consistency is important. And you can’t…you have to realize that you have to
make some tough choices and everybody is not going to agree. And no matter how well
you explain it, everybody is not going to agree. It’s just human nature. So how do you
kind of accept that and still do the best you can?
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Susan intimated the importance of making sure that you are bringing people along,
stating, “There’s a piece of that that you have to do in higher education.” She also summarized
leadership, particularly at the presidential level, asserting,
If you’re going to be a leader, first of all, that means you’re going to work really hard at
something and it’s going to be pretty all consuming. And so it can’t be fulfilling unless
you really believe at the end of the day that you’ve had some kind of impact that’s
meaningful.
Susan’s narrative about transformative leadership brings to life her habits of mind on
accountability, intentionality, and personal responsibility. For the most part her predominant
habits of mind were set early on in life as a result of her interactions with her grandmother, and
they have remained unwavering. Mezirow would describe Susan’s habits of mind as being so
ingrained, that only a very powerful disorienting dilemma could shake them.
Narrative Summary. Susan’s story compels me to believe that she has never let gender
define or hinder what she has accomplished professionally. Her determination to assume ever
elevated levels of leadership in higher education is discernible. She so eloquently demonstrated
her fearless resolve, stating,
I grew up swimming and I would say, every now and then you have to just get out of the
pool and go down to the deep end, and jump in again. And every now and then, for me
it’s about every 7-10 years, you kind of just have to get out—and go somewhere that you
really don’t even think you would ever be—and jump in again.
Susan was exposed to supportive mentoring relationships in her professional career,
however, I believe her tenaciousness to never fear jumping in to the deep end, can in part, be
credited to the influence that her entrepreneurial grandmother had on her from a very early age. I
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believe this influential relationship established Susan’s intentionality and accountability habits of
mind very early on in her life; advantageously lending themselves to her ability to lead her
institution from a presidential post. Susan’s authenticity and humble demeanor are profound. Her
tenacity and enthusiasm, palpable.
Habits of Mind Identified
A person’s way of knowing, or their meaning-making system, according to Kegan (2000)
refers to an order of consciousness. Kegan explained that what Jack Mezirow defined as a “frame
of reference,” consists of a habit of mind and a point of view; essentially a meaning-making
system (Drago-Severson, 2009). According to Drago-Severson, it is the lens through which all
experience is filtered, enabling an individual to actively interpret life. In Kegan’s words, “There
is no feeling, no experience, no thought, no perception independent of a meaning-making
context” (Kegan as cited in Drago-Severson, 2009, p. 37). A way of knowing is DragoSeverson’s term for developmental levels that profoundly affect how human beings make
meaning of experiences, and dictates how individuals make sense of reality.
The four cases in the study and their shared narratives illustrated the leading habits of
mind that enabled each participant to make meaning throughout her leadership career. The six
habits of mind collectively established and threaded across the cases were: intentionality; openmindedness; personal responsibility; accountability; equality; determination.
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CHAPTER 5
Cross Case Analysis
Now that I have identified habits of mind for each case, which are the primary reasons
these women attribute to their transformational leadership, this section will compare and contrast
habits of mind through the lens of Burke’s five dimensional Leadership Assessment Inventory;
demonstrating the connection between these particular habits of mind as categorized in the study,
and their alignment with Burke’s (1989, 1994) transformational leadership dimensions.
The cross-case analysis will also examine the leadership dimensions underlying the
narratives of each case: resilience; self-authoring; reaching back. These three specific leadership
dimensions are significant components of transformational leadership and as such also serve to
fully answer the research question for the study.
Leadership Assessment Inventory: Self-Scoring Version.
W. Warner Burke Associates (1989, 1994) Leadership Assessment Inventory (LAI) was
incorporated in to the study with the intent of validating the inclusion criteria. Demonstrating
that each study participant’s approach to leadership is predominantly transformational. The
results of the overall score for all four cases supports that each of the participant’s approach to
leadership is fundamentally transformational. Further confirmation of the significance of the
participant’s inclusion in the study.
The findings add to the validity, and the participant scores assisted in determining if
Burke’s survey dimensions are gender neutral at face value. Appendix D denotes each
participant’s overall score on the five dimensions of leadership as delineated by this specific
leadership assessment tool.
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The following rules should be used as a guide for interpreting the data:


If the Transformational score is more than 50 the study participant tends to see
herself as a transformational leader.



If the Transformational score is less than 40 the study participant tends to see
herself primarily as a transactional leader.



If the Transformational score is somewhere between 40 and 50, the study
participant may view herself as being more of a balanced leader.

Each participant’s overall Transformational score was 54 or greater, however, it is
important to note that Burke stresses from a leadership practice standpoint, a balance between
transactional and transformational can indeed be beneficial. Hence, we would expect each of the
study participants to have not only a higher overall Transformational score, but to also score on
the transactional side; albeit at a lower number. According to Burke, leaders have to be quite
astute at situation diagnosis to know which behaviors to utilize in any given situation. There is
no best score for each dimension, or preeminent overall total score on the Leadership Assessment
Inventory.
Table 5 below defines each dimension and provides a sample LAI question for each of
the five dimensions in the assessment.
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Table 5
Leadership Assessment Inventory Dimensions
Transformative Dimension

I: Determining Direction

II: Influencing Followers

III: Establishing Purpose

IV: Inspiring Followers

V: Making Things Happen

Description

Sample Question

Central distinction between a creative
approach to situations and a
conservative approach. Novel
unexpected solutions opposed to
stability and existing methods.

As a leader, is my preference to think
long range and what might be, or
short range and what is realistic?

A person who concentrates on
arousing hopes and enthusiasm;
generated in part by his/her ability to
get followers to link with his/her
ideas.

As a leader, do you enjoy stimulating
followers to want to do more, or
prefer to reward followers for a job
well done?

A leader with a very clear sense of
purpose who feels they are in charge
of events. In taking charge,
transformational leaders often put
strong demands on their followers.

As a leader, do I approach my work
with a strong sense of mission, or as a
means to an end, and a way to make a
living?

Commonly cited as a primary quality
of a leader is the ability to inspire
people. The leader focuses on change
through an appeal to high standards
of morality.

As a leader, do I believe leadership to
be a process of changing the
conditions of people’s lives, or a
process of exchange between leader
and follower?

A leader who sees herself or himself
as a cause of events; actively teaching
others the right way to go.
Contrasting an approach in which the
leader sees himself as a facilitator,
helping others to go in the direction
they wish to go.

As a leader, do I believe a significant
part of my leadership involves being
a teacher, as opposed to the role of
facilitator?

The following chart, Table 6, demonstrates correlations of the habits of mind for the
participants in the study that are directly related to “transformative dimensions” in Burke’s
assessment. The six habits of mind collectively established across the cases were:







Intentionality
Open-mindedness
Personal responsibility
Accountability
Equality
Determination
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Table 6
Transformative Dimensions Aligned With Participant Habits of Mind
TRANSFORMATIVE
DIMENSIONS

Rebecca’s HOM

Margaret’s HOM

Lisa’s HOM

Susan’s HOM

I: Determining Direction

Open-mindedness

X

X

Open-mindedness

(Creative)

(Score:17)

(Score:15)

(Score: 21)

(Score: 18)

II: Influencing Followers

Responsibility

Responsibility

Responsibility

Responsibility

(Score: 11)

(Score: 14)

(Score: 18)

(Score: 17)

(Intrinsic Inspiration)

X

Accountability

X

Accountability

(Score: 11)

(Score: 12)

(Score: 15)

(Score: 14)

Intentionality

Intentionality

Intentionality

Intentionality

(Score: 12)

(Score: 8)

(Score: 9)

(Score: 12)

III: Establishing Purpose
(Mission/Purpose)

IV: Inspiring Followers
(Higher Morality)

V: Making Things Happen
(Cause Events)
(Teacher vs Facilitator)

X

X

X

X

(Score: 3)

(Score: 5)

(Score: 8)

(Score: 5)

As indicated in Table 6, four of the six habits of mind represented in the cases that
distinctly aligned with Burke’s transformative dimensions were: open-mindedness;
responsibility; accountability; intentionality. The two remaining habits of mind identified in the
cases—equality and determination—were not plotted in Table 6 as a consequence of the inability
to decisively align either of the two with any of Burke’s five transformative dimensions.
Description of the Themes
The case narratives helped to construct an understanding of how habits of mind impacted
the meaning making of these women, and subsequently influenced their path to a top-level
position of leadership in higher education. The emergent themes across the cases established how
these themes aligned with transformational leadership behaviors. The case themes in essence, are
three leadership dimensions considered to be the veritable underpinning of the ability for these
women to be transformative leaders.
Theme 1: Resilience. One of the most reliable indicators and predictors of authentic
leadership is an individual’s ability to find meaning in negative events and to learn from even the
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most trying circumstances (Bennis & Thomas, 2011). According to Northouse (2013),
“resilience is the capacity to recover from and adjust to adverse situations” and “includes the
ability to positively adapt to hardships and suffering” (p. 265). Resilience, according to Connor
and Davidson (2003), embodies the personal qualities that enable individuals to thrive in the face
of adversity, with the disruption representative of an opportunity for growth and increased
resilience.
There is a clear distinction that resilience is related to, but not the same as intrinsic
inspiration. Individuals can be intrinsically inspired but also relent in demanding situations.
During difficult times, resilient individuals are able to rebound from challenging conditions and
as a result feel strengthened and more resourceful (Sutcliffe & Vogus, 2003, as cited in
Northouse, 2013, p. 265). Resilience requires resources that people can pull from when they are
down and out. For the majority of the women leaders in the study, stories of role models were
always present to pull from and kept them going. Resilience was modeled for these women first
by family members long before they entered adulthood, and consequently in their professional
careers through mentoring relationships and ongoing exposure to influential role models.
Robertson and Cooper (2013) deciphered personal resilience down to four fundamental
components; adaptability, confidence, social support, and purposefulness. The women leaders in
this study all displayed confidence and purposefulness simply through their willingness to
expose their stories. Each possessing a level of self-confidence that did not preclude an authentic
disclosure of challenges and opportunities for personal growth on their journey to an elevated
position of leadership.
Research strongly suggests that resilience might not be a fixed or stable trait related to
personality but rather is amenable to change (Robertson & Cooper). Signifying, according to
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Robertson and Cooper, “that although underlying personality may provide a baseline, or
platform, for resilience, environmental and experiential influences also play a part” (p. 176). If
resilience is not a fixed trait, but can also be developed, this would imply that an opportunity for
a leader to expand her capacity for resilience could result from meaning-making experiences.
George, Sims, McLean, and Mayer (2011) described the transformative effects from
difficult experiences whereas some leaders are actually motivated by difficulties. Rather than see
themselves as victims, according to George et al., some leaders are able to use these formative
experiences to give meaning to their lives, reframing these events to rise above their challenges.
Thus, resilient leaders experience barriers and difficulties as learning experiences. Coming away
having emerged stronger and more engaged—finding opportunity where others might only find
despair—exemplifying true leadership (Bennis & Thomas, 2011). Not once did the women in the
study allude to being a victim, but rather adeptly learned from and overcame difficulties that
challenged them throughout their careers.
The case narratives shared in Chapter 4 are representative of the power of resilience.
Barriers, hypothetical or real, failed to obstruct any of these women from achieving the level of
leadership she pursued. And while intrinsic inspiration is a viable component in their motivation
to succeed, resilience is the leadership dimension that helped each woman to always move
forward in the face of adversity—never relenting—to challenges that continue to hinder a
number of women employed in higher education today.
Theme 2: Self-Authoring. Kegan (1980) developed a theoretical framework called
“constructive developmental” psychology—the study of the development of our construing or
meaning-making activity—applying to the individual throughout their lifespan. People who are
self-authoring will take into consideration the opinions of others, however, they are not beholden
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to what authority tells them. In other words, they are the ultimate arbiters of their ideology and
behaviors. Kegan and Lahey (2009) stressed the importance of leaders having the ability to
demonstrate more complex developmental capacities. Their research indicated leaders must have
the capacity to understand other perspectives while simultaneously having the competence to
hold onto their own point of view. In other words, these leaders have the adeptness to hold,
prioritize, and reflect on differing perspectives and relationships (Drago-Severson, 2009).
Kegan’s analysis emphasized the importance of the development of self-authoring—
creating the capacity for an individual to own one’s work, and to engage in conflict and take a
stand for one’s beliefs—a competence many adults fail to demonstrate (Drago-Severson, 2009).
A self-authoring mind is able to distinguish the opinion of others from self-opinion and is able to
discern how much, and in what way to let this influence them (Kegan & Lahey, 2009). DragoSeverson asserted the self-authoring individual is concerned with maintaining their own personal
integrity, standards, and values, with innate concern that they are achieving their goals and are
guided by their ideals.
An internally grounded perspective, self-authorship guides how individuals choose to
interact with the world (Carpenter & Pena, 2016). Kegan and Lahey (2009), explained the mental
complexity of the self-authoring mind as one which strongly influences whether information
sending is oriented toward getting behind the wheel in order to drive (the self-authoring mind) or
getting a seat in the car to be driven around (the socialized mind). To increase our mental
complexity, according to Kegan and Lahey, individuals need to move aspects of meaningmaking from subject to object. Altering our mindset so that “a way of knowing or making
meaning becomes a kind of “tool” that we have (and can control or use) rather than something
that has us (and therefore controls and uses us)” (p.51). The ability to relegate opinions, beliefs,
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and ideas to a more complex system—to prioritize them and combine them to create new beliefs
or values—enables a person to be the author of their own reality and to see themselves as a
source of internal authority—hence, the self-authoring mind (Kegan & Lahey, 2009).
The case narratives in Chapter 4 brought to fruition a number of instances of these
women leaders considering the points of view of others, and to be self-reflective; yet each pulled
from her core values and beliefs to guide her actions. Signifying her proficiency to self-author.
So, regardless of whether an authority figure told them that they could not do it, they believed in
themselves and did not relent. They did not let anyone inhibit their ideals, decision making,
leadership development, or subsequent leadership progression strategies.
These women are unambiguously aligned with Drago-Severson’s (2009) conclusion that
self-authoring individuals “have an understanding of how the past, present, and future relate” and
that “competence, achievement, and responsibility are the uppermost concerns of people who
make meaning in this way” (p. 47). With a leader mindset—and the confidence that comes from
self-authoring—the women in this study were able to validate and expand their own leadership
capacity, enabling each to be positioned for the next level of leadership when the opportunity
arose (Tarr-Whelan, 2009).
Theme 3: Reaching Back. The Servant Leader concept emerged from the experiences of
Robert Greenleaf in the late 1960’s (Greenleaf, 1977). Greenleaf described this type of leader as
having the ability to show the way for others; to give certainty and purpose to those who are
unsure of how to achieve their vision. Servant leaders, as described by Northouse (2013), make
the career development of others a priority. According to Northouse, at its core helping
individuals to grow and succeed, for this type of leader, “is about aiding these individuals to
become self-actualized reaching their fullest human potential” (p. 228).
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Tarr-Whelan (2009) referred to this as “Lifting as We Climb,” the motto of the National
Association of Colored Women at the end of the 19th century. Lifting as we climb, postulated
Tarr-Whelan, is about reaching a hand out to help other women—starting a chain reaction that
subsequently increases the capacity and energy of the leader—continually lifting other women
up as she too climbs. An ideal relevant yet today, to women helping women.
Servant leaders who attend to others, “are concerned with the less privileged, and aim to
remove inequalities and social injustices” and are vital to advancing women in positions of
leadership (Northouse, 2013, p. 248). Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist, Anna Quindlen, stated,
“By its very nature, women’s leadership is about redefinition, while men’s leadership has been
about maintaining the status quo…It’s difficult to see that clearly from inside the endless loop of
accepted custom” (Tarr-Whelan, 2009, p. 9).
The narratives of each case in Chapter 4 provide copious examples of these women
leaders confronting the status quo, challenging both themselves and their followers to make a
significant difference through their leadership. Women have much to learn from each other, and
organizations of higher education discernably have individual women with different experiences.
Yet the experience of being a woman, particularly in this country, provide undeniable shared
experiences that call to action the importance of women helping women (Calizo, 2011).
Any leadership practice that encourages another’s sense of self-determination, selfconfidence, or personal effectiveness, helps to make that individual more powerful and greatly
enriches the possibility of success (Kouzes & Posner, 2007). Exemplary leaders who are
intentional about “reaching back” to (1) enhance the self-determination of others, and (2)
facilitate the development of competence and confidence in these individuals, stated Kouzes and
Posner (2007), “significantly increase people’s belief in their own ability to make a difference”
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(p. 251). Signifying the importance of transformational leadership dimensions such as
empowering and motivating (Vanderbroeck, 2010). Solidifying the perceived value in paying it
forward through leadership that empowers and motivates others. Acting on the obligation to give
back.
The women in the study are very intentional about using the privilege afforded them—
having gotten there—to persistently reach back and systemically diminish barriers for other
women. George et al., (2011) reminded us that leaders do not succeed on their own; even the
most ostensibly confident executives need support and advice, and without influential
relationships to provide perspective, it is very easy for a leader to lose their way.
The transformative women leaders in the study have profited from strong role models or
mentors who have reached back. As a result, each of these remarkable women acknowledges the
incredible responsibility to do the same for other women aspiring to lead and reach their full
potential. Reaching back and helping others to accomplish their aspirations demonstrates the
capacity of these women to give back.
Part of their leadership is paying it forward by reaching back to help up and coming
women. By simply participating in the study—given their high functions at work—they were
giving back. Every woman’s narrative was expressive of a sense of responsibility to obstinately
look at who needs a hand to achieve her leadership objectives, and to always reach back.
Summary
To assist in the analysis of the cases in the study and to further an understanding of the
interconnectedness between Burke’s transformative leadership dimensions, as well as the three
supplementary dimensions informed and proposed through the study, a condensed yet
comprehensive look at the emergent themes was illustrated.
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First, Table 5 disclosed Burke’s transformative dimensions as an introduction to
understanding his leadership assessment and its relevance and applicability to the participant’s in
the study. Secondly, Table 6 then looked at Burke’s five transformative dimensions and aligned
each participant’s habit of mind, where applicable, to each of these elements. These layers of
analysis helped to frame an understanding of the importance of the themes and their significance
to how the women in the study became transformative leaders.
The themes, born of their narratives, will advantage other women who aspire to become
transformative leaders in higher education, and position them to help other women to do the
same. The themes are fundamental transformational leadership dimensions that served as the
foundation from which the women in the study made meaning.
These specific leadership dimensions are absent from Burke’s assessment despite their
relevance to transformational leadership for the four cases. This suggests that additional research
would be valuable to question if Burke’s assessment, designed to determine dimensions critical
to transformational leadership could be a more inclusive measure—in particular for women
leaders—with these three additional leadership dimensions.
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CHAPTER 6
Discussion and Conclusion
My interest in researching transformative women leaders in higher education resulted
from my own experiences as a female leader in a private faith-based university. The literature
persists in implying numerous barriers hinder women from progressing to top positions in
institutions of higher education at the same pace as their male colleagues. Therefore, I was
compelled to question whether in the face of multiple leadership development offerings, the field
even now, lacks the appropriate focus on the new and enduring challenges threatening women
leaders in academia.
Given the scarcity of literature investigating the role successful transformative women
leaders assert in leadership in higher education, I was compelled to disentangle and understand
how a number of women in the administrative ranks of the academy ascend to positions of
advanced leadership. Women rising to the top in these institutions should not be viewed as an
exception.
More must be done to develop transformational women leaders. The benefit of this study
is that it gives us a more clear sense of direction regarding dimensions that should be included as
leadership competencies to create a more powerful leadership pipeline for women in higher
education.
Discussion of Findings
Resilience, self-authoring, and reaching back, align with and are the foundational support
for the habits of mind that surfaced in the case narratives (e.g., open-mindedness, accountability,
intentionality). I believe these overarching themes are leadership dimensions critical to
transformative leadership development for women leaders in higher education. Consequently,
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this establishes a significant need for a comprehensive analysis of the relevance of these
dimensions not only to transformative leadership, but to well-known measurements such as
Burke’s Leadership Assessment Inventory as well.
The case narratives made clear that role models and mentors had a significant impact on
(1) the participant’s level of resilience, (2) her ability to self-author, and (3) the character to
reach back. This might best be explained as a domino effect, whereby roles models cultivated the
ability for the women in the study to be resilient. Resilience in turn enabled the capacity to selfauthor. Lastly, this created a level of confidence and power in each of these women to reach
back.
Resilience and role models. Each of the four women in the study spoke of the influence
of role models or mentors. Three of the case narratives in particular expressed the significance of
family role models and the powerful affect these relationships had on them. These women had
the advantage of observing very strong female role models in their youth, who modeled
resilience in the 1960’s and 1970’s at a time when by and large women were stifled by societal
norms that were insurmountable for many other women.
Gender did not hinder the determination displayed, or the successes realized by these
female role models. This would have an irrevocable influence on the women leaders in this
study. One of the case narratives revealed a father who eliminated stereotypical gendered roles
by assuming tasks such as childrearing and household chores, that again historically, would have
more often than not fallen to the responsibility of a woman. Modeling for his daughter an
unadulterated form of equality across genders.
The case narratives revealed role models who demonstrated the transformative leadership
dimension of resilience, with determination and equality habits of mind that would carry over to
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the women who were privileged to have had these significant relationships in their lives. The
importance of the impact of role models to their overall success as leaders should not be
diminished. Role models and mentors instilled in these women the resilience, confidence, and
power from which each would assemble an extraordinary capacity to lead.
According to Vanderbroeck (2010), because women in leadership constitute a minority,
up and coming women leaders have few role models to follow. Given the still existing gender
imbalance at senior levels, emphasized Vanderbroeck, more often than not, mentors will be men.
Notwithstanding the gender of the mentor, it is important that talented women discover, develop,
and leverage the specific leadership skills that will help them progress in their unique ways. With
the resulting diversity of male mentor-female mentee relationships, according to Vanderbroeck,
perhaps producing additional synergies.
Self-authoring and confidence. The ability of the women in the study to self-author
would ultimately become the platform and underlying reason for the self-confidence displayed
and supported throughout their narratives. Having observed strong role models in their youth,
and the subsequent exposure to influential mentors in their professional careers, all of the women
display an impressive level of confidence in their ability to lead. I believe this certainty comes
from remaining true to their core values and beliefs, which provides an upwelling of power that
is difficult for others to dissolve.
Martha Burke, cofounder and president of the Center for Advancement of Public Policy,
stated,
One of the most difficult tasks for women is overcoming the “imposter syndrome”—the
feeling that we aren’t good enough, don’t have the necessary background, or don’t
deserve leadership opportunities. We feel like we need one more credential, one more bit
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of experience, et cetera. Men do not have this problem. They take the job and figure out
how to do it later. We need to adopt some of their sense of entitlement to leadership.
(Wilson, 2004, p. 155).
None of these women demonstrated imposter-syndrome, and this was qualified by
evidence of their ability to self-author when confronted with not only the most simplistic of trials
around how a woman should dress at work, but to the more complex challenge of the use of
language and the shadow of perception cast in its wake.
Each woman was able to turn inward and self-assess, adjusting behaviors and attitudes
when warranted, with minimal deviation from true-self. These women all possess the inherent
capacity to remain open-minded, grasping the alternative values, beliefs, and actions of others
while simultaneously holding fast to what ultimately distinguishes them as transformative
leaders. The ability to self-author is fuel for the level of confidence these transformative women
leaders possess.
Their resilience, when coupled with a high degree of confidence that comes with a selfauthoring level of development, makes it nearly impossible for any other individual to revoke
their power. And not power in the sense of control over another individual, but power in the
sense of a level of confidence that has prohibited their gender to stall the progression of their
vocation. It is evident that the transformative leadership dimension of self-authoring provided a
level of confidence that enabled these women to remain open-minded without the underlying
fear of losing their sense of self. Their confidence and resolve have positioned these exemplary
women leaders to exercise a great deal of positive influence in their institutions. Each with a
strong sense of obligation to do just that.
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Reaching back and power. Reaching back, or paying it forward as some would define
it, may be related to Greenleaf’s (1977) depiction of a servant leader. Greenleaf and Northouse
(2013) both described this type of leader as an individual who is able to help others to achieve
their goals. For this type of leader the development and success of others is a main concern.
Greenleaf believed the whole purpose of leadership is to serve, having stated that true leadership
wasn’t about what you achieved, but rather what you gave (Sanborn, 2006). This study which
demonstrated the power and influence of reaching back, may well enhance the literature that
informs the field of servant leadership.
The study brought to fruition the importance of leaders paying it forward. Indicating the
likelihood that the women in this study see leadership as a continuum of cause and effect. That
is, instead of looking at leadership as a form of being, it may be that these women take the longview and see themselves as part of a chain of women leaders; reaching back to emerging female
leaders that they directly influence (Wilson, 2004). Sanborn (2006) concluded that “leaders
understand that everything they do—and do not do—is significant” (p. 94). The women in this
study unmistakably understand the significance in reaching back.
The narratives in the study presented ample statements by these women leaders and the
sense of importance each felt around the obligation to create opportunities for other women.
Reaching back establishes the likelihood for informal and transformative learning to occur.
Helping up and coming leaders to critique and critically reflect on their current points of view
and frames of reference, could be instrumental to their leadership development.
Reframing how we identify transformative women leaders. Assessing women’s
behavior according to pretentiously gender-neutral, but actually male standards (i.e. based on
what makes men successful leaders in male-dominated organizations) does women and the
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organizations that wish to promote female talents, both a disfavor (Vanderbroeck, 2014). Women
and men are not alike, and according to Vanderbroeck, organizations need to ensure they are
gender bilingual and remove hidden biases against women.
In line with this, is the importance of also ensuring gender-neutrality in leadership
assessments. The women in the study did not voice any objections to the leadership assessment
they were required to complete. All four felt it was an appropriate transformative leadership
assessment and measurement for both men and women. Indeed, Burke’s five dimensions of
transformative leadership—Determining Direction, Influencing Followers, Establishing
Purpose, Inspiring Followers, and Making Things Happen—are all sub-dimensions or aspects of
effective leadership.
Certainly, we can surmise that the transformative dimensions in Burke’s measurement are
gender neutral at face value. Particularly given the women in the study did in fact score as
transformational leaders based on these particular dimensions. Consequently, van Engen, Leeden
and Willemsen (2001) might agree with the accuracy of Burke’s assessment given in their
research it was determined that gender had minimal to absolutely no relationship to leadership
style and effectiveness. Other arguments have attempted to explain the leadership gap, stated
Northouse (2013), believing that the underrepresentation of women in elite leadership positions,
in truth, is a direct result of differences in leadership style and effectiveness between genders.
There are far too many leadership effectiveness instruments in use today to juxtapose in
this study. Consequently, whether reasonable or not, Burke’s assessment alone was summoned
for this research and subsequently calls to question whether this measurement is a true indicator
of transformative leadership tendencies in women. The application of Burke’s (1989, 1994)
leadership valuation as a part of this study helped to unearth differences in assumptions about
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what it means to be a transformative leader. Providing the opportunity for further discourse
around leadership assessments. This is important if we are to more effectively assess, develop,
retain, and engage with emerging women leaders in the field of higher education.
Research Question Answered
The case narratives, the resulting themes, and the outcomes of the leadership
measurement instrument, combine to solidify that this study did answer the research question:
How do women learn to become transformative leaders in higher education so that they
break their own barriers and serve to help other women do the same?
The women who participated in the study made clear through their stories that resilience
and self-authoring have been instrumental to their ability to break down barriers and transform
their institutions. And by reaching back, they are in turn helping other women leaders in higher
education to do the same.
This study also sought to discover:


What assumptions, real or imagined, hinder women from advancing to top leadership
positions in American institutions of higher education at the same rate as their male
counterparts?



How do women come to identify these assumptions and to strive for advanced leadership
positions despite the obstacles?



How do transformational women leaders use these insights to contribute to the overall
success of the organizations they represent?

The case narratives revealed assumptions that women are still plagued with societal
norms and gender stereotyping which continues to hinder the advancement of women leaders in
higher education. Enduring progress in addressing these biases will require commitment from
both genders. What this study revealed, however, is how women themselves hinder their
progression to top-seated leadership opportunities by imagining the existence of insurmountable
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barriers. Believing that we need one more qualification, accepting as true that we must lead in
more masculine ways, are instances where women relinquish their true selves and ultimately
their power.
The women in this study provided examples of their ability to identify these assumptions
and rather than to be overcome by them, their resilience and ability to self-author—to always be
aligned with their core values and true-self—have never let their gender overcome their desire
and resolve to lead. Each contributing to the overall success of their organizations through their
resilience and tenacity to always reach back. These women exemplify transformative leadership.
For them true leadership, by Greenleaf’s (1977) definition, is that they truly feel obligated to
give back, rather than a sense of entitlement to receive.
Limitations
One of the limitations of the study is that it did not include any women of color.
Therefore, the themes that emerged from the narratives might have differed if various ethnicities
had been included. Another limitation is that the participants were all employed in private faithbased institutions in the Upper Midwest United States.
And while one of the limitations of case study research is that it is not empirical and
generalizable, this study gives direction for empirical studies. There is no intent to generalize this
study to other participants, settings, or instruments, however, there is a transferability which
refers to the appropriateness of applying the results of this study to other contexts and settings
(McMillan, 2012).
According to McMillian (2012), in qualitative research the person who wants to utilize
the findings from a study in their context, is held responsible for establishing generalizability or
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transferability. In other words, it is the responsibility of the case study reader, or the user of the
research to determine the applicability of the findings in their own situations.
Case study research, according to Gall, Gall and Borg, reveals the researcher’s view
point, enabling others to determine if the researcher’s perspective on the phenomenon is similar
to theirs. So regardless of the limitations of this study, there is value in the richness of the cases
through the process of thick description that brings each case to life in a way that is not possible
using the statistical methods of quantitative research (Gall, Gall & Borg, 2007).
You could spend much more time with these women, but never enough time, which
compels the participants to get to the heart of the matter more quickly. Focusing their narratives
on the most influential and significant aspects of the phenomenon being studied.
Implications for Organization Development
This study informs the development of emerging leader programs in higher education.
The findings expose the importance of gender in the performance assessment process. Learning
activities that incorporate reflection and dialogue around personal stories about resilient women
in the lives of up and coming leaders provide invaluable opportunities for informal learning.
Having women and men reading these studies, or ones that they identify best with will be
influential in apprising both genders of the importance of closing the leadership gap.
This study also provides direction for enriching mentoring and coaching pairings and
relationships by taking on new foci of self-authoring, resilience, and reaching back.
Recommendations for Future Studies
This research revealed opportunities for further study by identifying unforeseen
phenomena and influences that materialized with the potential to generate new theories (Gall,
Gall & Borg, 2007). In particular around the transformative leadership dimensions of resilience,
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self-authoring, and reaching back. Adapting the findings and considering these additional
leadership dimensions to Burke’s Leadership Assessment Inventory and other assessments should
be considered. Studying the appropriateness and applicability of long-standing leadership
measurements and assessments to women leaders could be instrumental in further closing the
gendered leadership gap.
Another opportunity for further research may be a comprehensive study of the
experiences of women leaders whose entire careers have been spent leading in women’s colleges
and universities. One of the participants in this study has spent four decades—her entire career—
working in the same women’s university. Her perspective being that she is very fortunate, yet I
wonder if women leading in these female dominant institutions limit their leadership
advancement opportunities because of a reluctance to leave this type of environment.
Conclusion
I was compelled to embark on a study of transformative women leaders in higher
education for a number of reasons. First, as a female leader in an academic institution for the past
decade, I have been exposed to and impressed by a number of successful women leaders at my
institution, who perhaps unknowingly have inspired me through their authentic and
transformational leadership.
Secondly, at times having felt challenged by hierarchical structures and other barriers, I often
wondered: How do women learn to become transformative leaders in higher education so that
they break their own barriers and serve to help other women do the same? In other words, how
might I inform my own leadership development by discovering the answer to this question?
Lastly, while I am certainly closer to the end of my career than the beginning or midpoint, I was compelled to answer the research question in the hope that aspiring women leaders
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in higher education would identify with, and learn from the narratives of the participants in this
study. Women who hope to lead can profit from this research by aligning the themes in context
with individual understandings. Determining the applicability of the findings to their own
experiences.
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Appendix A
E-Mail Recruitment Letter to Participants
Dear <<name>>,
I am a doctoral candidate at the University of St. Thomas and about to begin my research stage
of the dissertation. I would like to invite you to participate in my study, titled: Women as
Transformative Leaders in Higher Education: An Interpretive Multi-Case Study.
I would like to ask you to share how your story has shaped you so that other potential women
leaders can identify and reflect on your narrative; finding the motivation, resilience, and
resourcefulness to become leaders. Your participation will add to the literature through your
shared experiences, revealing how you successfully developed in to a transformative leader.
This study will focus on the influence of a transformative leadership approach relative to the
success of high-achieving women leaders through the lens of transformative and informal
learning theories. At present, women are making strides in higher education leadership despite an
institutional structure which appears to favor men. The next generation of women leaders in
higher education will succeed only if they learn from current successful female leaders.
If you agree to contribute to this study, you will be required to participate in a 60-90 minute
audio-taped interview at a location of your choosing. Participants will also be asked to complete
a Leadership Assessment Inventory which is a self-scoring instrument that will take
approximately 20-25 minutes to complete and score.
Once the interview has been professionally transcribed, you will be provided the opportunity to
review the transcribed document of the interview for accuracy. Lastly, you will be offered a
second opportunity to review your contribution to the study for accuracy and approval; assessing
how I have represented your narrative in my final dissertation document.
Participation is voluntary. The identity of all participants and her place of employment will be
kept confidential as well as information gathered during the study. No personally identifiable
information will be shared as an outcome of this dissertation study. I am seeking 3 to 5 women to
contribute to this research.
I ask that you consider sharing your story by taking part in this study. If you are interested in
participating please contact me at plpeterson@stthomas.edu or at 715-497-4965 (cell) or 651962-6608 (office) to schedule an interview and discuss consent forms.
Sincerely,
Pamela L. Peterson, Doctoral Candidate
University of St. Thomas
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Appendix B
Consent Form
UNIVERSITY

OF

S T . T H OM A S

Women as Transformative Leaders in Higher Education:
An Interpretive Multi-Case Study
[IRB: 808071-1]

I am conducting a study to investigate the informal learning journeys of transformative women
leaders to gain an instructive understanding of a transformative leadership style lending itself to
the accomplishment realized by high-achieving women leaders. Although prejudice and
discrimination still make it more arduous for women to advance to positions of leadership,
numerous women have broken through the impediments to advancement.
It is the intent of this study to understand how a number of women have found their way to top
leadership positions in higher education despite obstacles real or imagined. You were selected as
a possible participant because you were identified as an extraordinary transformational female
leader in higher education, and as such I invite you to participate in this study.
Your shared experiences in a position of upper-level leadership in a hierarchical, male-dominated
environment will serve as a powerful role model to younger women starting out on the path to
leadership themselves. I am hopeful that this study will reveal the influence of informal learning
and a transformative leadership approach relative to how highly accomplished women, such as
yourself, successfully lead others.
This study is being conducted by: Pamela Peterson, under the advisement of Dr. William Brendel.
Background Information:
To more fully understand the role of a transformative leadership approach in helping women
progress as leaders in higher education this study will utilize a multi-site collective case study
methodology. The primary research question to be answered is:
How do women learn to become transformative leaders in higher education so that they
break their own ‘barriers’ and serve to help other women do the same?
Additionally, this study seeks to discover:
Q1:

What assumptions, real or imagined, hinder women from advancing to top leadership
positions in American Institutions of Higher Education at the same rate as their male
counterparts?
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Q2:

How do women come to identify these assumptions and to strive for advanced leadership
positions despite obstacles?

Q3:

How do transformational women leaders use these insights to contribute to the overall
success of the organizations they represent?

Procedures:
If you agree to be in this study, I will ask you to do the following things:
1. Participate in a 60-90 minute audio-taped interview.
2. Complete a self-scoring Leadership Assessment Inventory which will take approximately
20-25 minutes to complete and score.
3. Once the interview has been professionally transcribed I will ask you to review the
transcription of the interview for accuracy.
4. Participants will also be given a second opportunity to review their data and contribution
to the study as it has been expressed and presented by the researcher in the final dissertation
document. This will help validate the interpretation of your narrative.
Confidentiality:
The records of this study will be kept confidential. In any sort of report I publish, I will not include
information that will make it possible to identify you in any way. The types of records I will create
include; handwritten notes from the interview, the results of your Leadership Assessment
Inventory, transcriptions of the audio-taped interviews, and my data analysis documentation.
All of this information will be stored on a password secured computer storage space on a
University of St. Thomas server. I will be the only individual with access to this information which
will be destroyed as soon as allowed at the conclusion of the study. A professional transcriptionist
will transcribe the audio-taped interviews; once transcribed, the recordings will be erased by me.
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. If you decide to participate, you are free to
withdraw at any time up to and until a date has been set to defend this dissertation. To withdraw
from the study, I would ask that you inform me with a phone call or an email communication. I
can be reached by phone at 651-962-6608 or email at plpeterson@stthomas.edu. Should you
decide to withdraw, any data collected during your interview will not be included as a part of this
study. You are also free to skip any questions I may ask during the interview if you are not
comfortable providing a response.
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Contacts and Questions
My name is Pamela Peterson. You may ask any questions you have now. If you have questions
later, you may contact me at 651-962-6608. You may also contact my advisor, Dr. William Brendel
at
651-962-5000, or if desired the University of St. Thomas Institutional Review Board at 651-9626035 with any questions or concerns.
You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records.

Statement of Consent:
I have read the above information. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I consent
to participate in the study. I agree to allow for the audio-recording and transcription of my
interview. I am at least 18 years of age.

______________________________

________________

Signature of Study Participant

Date

______________________________________
Print Name of Study Participant

______________________________

________________

Signature of Researcher

Date
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Appendix C
Interview Questions

1. What assumptions, real or imagined, do you believe hinder women from advancing to top
leadership positions in American Institutions of Higher Education at the same rate as
their male counterparts?
2. How do women come to identify these assumptions and to strive for advanced leadership
positions despite obstacles?
3. How do women working in higher education break their own ‘barriers’ and serve to help
other women do the same?
4. Was there an “a-ha” moment in your career—a disorienting dilemma—that helped you
transform your mindset and leadership style?
5. Can you tell me the role informal learning experiences and opportunities have played in
your leadership journey?
6. What do you perceive to be the leadership characteristics or approach that is expected of
you as a female leader in higher education?
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Appendix D
Leadership Assessment Inventory Scores
Leadership Traits

Transformational

Transactional

17
11
11
12
3

8
14
4
3
7

54

36

15
14
12
8
5

10
11
3
7
5

54

36

21
18
15
9
8

4
7
0
6
2

71

19

18
17
14
12
5

7
8
1
3
5

66

24

Case 1: Rebecca
Determining Direction
Influencing Followers
Establishing Purpose
Inspiring Followers
Making Things Happen
Overall Score
Case 2: Margaret
Determining Direction
Influencing Followers
Establishing Purpose
Inspiring Followers
Making Things Happen
Overall Score
Case 3: Lisa
Determining Direction
Influencing Followers
Establishing Purpose
Inspiring Followers
Making Things Happen
Overall Score
Case 4: Susan
Determining Direction
Influencing Followers
Establishing Purpose
Inspiring Followers
Making Things Happen
Overall Score
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